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BEARING ON VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 29, 1995

HOUSE OF' REPRESENTATIVES, SUBCOMMITTEE ON POST-
SECONDARY EDUCATION, TRAINING AND LIFE-LONG
LEARNING OF THE COMMITTEE ON ECONOMIC AND EDU-
CATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES, Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9 a.m., Room 2175,
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Buck McKeon, Chairman,
presiding.

Members present: Representatives McKeon, Gunderson, Riggs,
Souder, Williams, Reed, Roemer, and Sawyer.

Staff present: Hans Meeder, Professional Staff Member; Sally
Lovejoy, Senior Education Policy Advisor; Dr. June Harris, Edu-
cation Coordinator; and Rick Jerue, Minority Counsel.

Chairman McKEON. Good morning, again. I want to thank Mr.
Gunderson. We pulled him out of another meeting, and we appre-
ciate him coming over to help us get started.

We have convened today's hearing to provide input to the sub-
committee on how vocational rehabilitation for persons with dis-
abilities, particularly severe disabilities, can be improved.

We have been working on a program holding several hearings.
This is the ninth of a series of hearings on looking at how we can
take Federal job training programs with a lot of overlapping, with
a lot of bureaucracy, and condense them down to four programs
and block grant them out to the States. This is the final hearing
that we will have before we do take our break.

We are really interested in hearing from our witnesses today on
the advantages and cautions about moving to integrate a vocational
rehabilitation system with job training reform.

I would ask each of the witnesses to summarize their testimony.
We have your written testimony, which will be placed in the
record. You have five minutes, if you would, to summarize, and
that gives us time for questions afterwards so that we can have a
good discussion.

We will first hear today from Mr. Frederic Schroeder, Commis-
sioner of the Rehabilitation Services Administration in the Depart-
ment of Education; then Mr. Pat Kemp, Executive Director of RCH
Technical Institute in Seattle, Washington; Ms. Lenny Granger of
Falls Church, Virginia. She is accompanied by Mr. Harry Hall, Di-
rector of the Development Team in Jacksonville, Florida; Mr. Tony
Young with the American Rehabilitation Association, presenting on
behalf of the Coalition for Citizens with Disabilities; Mr. Sam
Serraglio, commissioner of the Department of Vocational Rehabili-
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tation from the Kentucky Workforce Development Cabinet, and
let's proceed in that order.

First we will hear from Mr. Schroeder.
STATEMENTS OF FREDERIC SCHROEDER, COMMISSIONER,

REHABILITATION SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
Mr. SCHROEDER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Members of the

subcommittee.
I am Frederic Schroeder, Commissioner of the Rehabilitation

Services Administration in the Department of Education. I am
pleased to be. ..^re this morning and to provide you information
about the pub. L.: vocational rehabilitation program from my per-
spective as RSA Commissioner, a form?,r State VR Agency Director,
and a former customer of the program.

Under the program, nine million individuals with disabilities
from all walks of life have been assisted in acquiring gainful em-
ployment, and each year approximately 200,000 people with dis-
abilities have reached an employment outcome.

We are here today to convey our belief that we need to continue
with vocational rehabilitation as a separate identifiable program
for people with disabilities. We do not believe it can effectively be
consolidated with other job training programs because of the spe-
cialized needs of our customers.

It is important to recognize that VR is more than job training.
In my own experience, when I became totally blind at the age of
16, I was entirely without hope. I had no conception of what a blind
person could do with his or her life and assumed that the future
held for me a life of dependency and isolation. I needed much more
than employment training. I needed help in reshaping my own con-
ception of blindness, coupled with training and skills, such as
Braille and cane travel that would allow me to live independently.
Only then could I start the process of beginning to identify my ca-
reer interest and seek the training necessary for eventual employ-
ment.

Adjustment counseling, training in the adaptive skills of blind-
ness, vocational training, information about adaptive technology,
and assistance with job placement were all part of the skills I re-
quired and the assistance I received. These types of VR services are
primarily purchased through local service providers, such as com-
munity-based rehabilitation programs, hospitals, physicians, as
well as colleges, technical schools, and other job training providers.

A single, consolidated employment training program for every.
one, including people with disabilities, has a number of potentiai
hazards, not the least of which is the serious concern that a con-
solidated program would simply be ill equipped to work effectively
with people with severe disabilities.

We are concerned that a consolidated employment training pro-
gram would not be able to offer the specialized services people with
disabilities need to secure and retain employment. Without access
to comprehensive serviws, their reliance on public assistance may
increase dramatically, including in some cases institutionalization
at significant public expense.

Another serious concern is that a consolidated employment train-
ing program for everyone would likely base eligibility on an individ-

6
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ual need for employment. An important aspect of the vocational re-
habilitation program is the provision of rehabilitative services that
allows individuals to continue working while receiving specialized
training, rehabilitation, engineering or adaptive technology assist-
ance.

Many individuals with severe disabilities experience significant
change in their ability to function over time. We would be deeply
troubled if these individuals had to first lose their jobs as a condi-
tion of becoming eligible for services under a consolidated program.

The 1992 amendments to the Rehabilitation Act include provi-
sions to increase our customers' participation in the rehabilitation
process. These new provisions referred to as the choice provisions
reinforce the principle of the client as customer. We believe this
provision is an important expression of the belief that rehabilita-
tion is not simply a handout to be passively received, but a pro-
gram that promotes self-help and independence.

Over the past several months, we have engaged in a number of
meetings with VR agency directors whose agencies are participat-
ing in one-stop shopping programs in their State. In every case co-
ordination with the State's overall employment training system has
provided real benefit to the VR program.

Nevertheless, agencies participating in one-stop shopping express
the importance of the VR program remaining separate in order to
preserve the availability of comprehensive, specialized services for
people with disabilities, particularly those with severe disabilities.

In conclusion, let me again state that the Rehabilitation Services
Administration believes people with disabilities significantly bene-
fit from the distinct system of public vocational rehabilitation. As
Commissioner of the Rehabilitation Services Administration, I wish
you to know that I am personally and deeply committed to working
actively to expand employment opportunities for people with dis-
ability.

It is our hope that we will be able to build on the .successes of
the past 75 years and apply our research, experience, and imagina-
tion to tne important job of helping people with disabilities reach
their fullest potential.

I thank you for allowing me the opportunity to present my views.
This concludes my remarks, and I would be happy to answer ques-
tions.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Schroeder follows:1
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STATEMENT OF
FREDERIC SCHROEDER

C....MISSIONER OF REHABILITATION SERVICES ADMINISTRA

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

I am Fredric Schroeder, Commissioner of the Rehabilitation Services Administration

(RSA) in the Department.of Education I am pleased to be here this morning and to

share with you information about the successes of the public vocational

rehabilitation (VR) program and the people it serves. I also bring the perspective of

a former customer of the program as well as a former state VR agency director

Vocational Rehabilitation is a 2.3 billion dollar state grants program authorized

under Title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (th,: Act), as amended. Since its

creation 75 years ago, the VR program has been continuously reauthorized and

expanded with bipartisan support. Under the program, nine million individuals with

disabilities, from all walks of life, have been assisted in acquiring gainful

employment and each year, approximately 200,000 people with disabilities achieve

an employment outcome.

We are here today to convey our belief that we need to continue with vocational

rehabilitation as a separate identifiable employment program for people with

disabilities We do not believe it can effectively be consolielted with other job

training programs because of the specialized needs of our customers

Si
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It is important to recognize that VR is more than job training. Employment

training is only one of a broad range of services provided by the program. Many

individuals served by the VR program need specialized services before they can

benent from employment training The program provides evaluation, counselnig.

guidance, physical and mental restoration, !nobility training, assistive technology

and (ether services to prepare and placmpeople with disabilities into jobs These %It

services .ire primarily purchased through local service providers such as community-

based rehabilitation programs, hospitals. physicians. as well as colleges, technical

schools, and other job training providers Relationships with these service providers

an. V. ,i1,staie!r,lied and based upon the program's expertise regarding i heir success

:II working ieith individuals with various disabilities The program works closely

with the individual to tailor these services to the individual's unique strengths,

resources, priorities, concerns, and capabilities Staff working with the clients have

ne expert:se not only to evaluate the individual's specific training needs but to

.c,seess ether :.ictors related to the individuals's disability that might affect Joh

readine.-s or success in obtaining employment

lii iny eec n experience:, when I became totally blind at the age of sixteen I was

entirely without hope. I had no conception of what a blind person might do with his

or beer lib, and assumed the future held for me a life of dependency and isolation I

needed much more than employment training. I needed help in reshaping my own

e oneept ccii ot blindness, coupled with training in skills such as Braille and cane
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travel that would allow me to hvo independently. Only then could I start the

process ot identifying my career interests and begin pursuing the training necessary

for eventual employment Adjustment counseling, training in the adaptive.skills of

blindness. tocatioind training. information about adaptive technology and a,sistaince

In job placement wore all part el the sorviies 1 reipured and the assist.mce

rocotvi-d

Oyer the yoars. Congress has sharpened tho focus of the VI: program. increasin4ly

shuting it from working with people with mild or moderate disabilities to working

with an increased number ot pc`Ople with more sever, people who Wort

not and could not be served by other programs -- people siith serious. multiple and

specialized sPrylee needs Over time, we have learned much about how to work

effectively with people with serious disabilities For example, prior to 1943, the VI(

program presumed that a chcnd person had no rehabilitai ion potential T1111.1y. ss

.1.1,' ;11,1'0 bi:Ild lle1111t1 .1, IV:tellers. lattyors. cmiputer pri,:raininers.

service ;epresentatives. machinists and in a whole host cif occupations previously

assumed to be unattainable for a person with a severe disability

A smi.lo consolidated pit, training program for everyone, including individuals with

disalninies, has a numbor of potential hazards, not the least of which is the serious

concern that a consolidated program 1.1,,uld simply be ill-oquipped to work effectively

people with $1.1.'1.1%. (11s:chill les W, . are concerned that sia h ionsondaied

111



training program will not be able to oiler the specialized services people with

disabilities need to secure and retain employment Without access to comprehensive

services, their reliance on public assistance may increase dramatically, including, in

some cases. institution:di/a:ion. at considerable public expense

Another serious concern is that a single consolidated employment training program

for everyone would likely base eligibility on an individual's need for employment

An important aspect of the vocational rehabilitation progrun is the provision at

rehabilitative services that allows individuals to continue working while receivIng

specialized training. rehabilitation engineering or iidapto.e technolog) assistanci

Many individuals with severe disabilities experience significant change in their

ability to function over time. We would be deeply troubled if these individuals

would have to first lose their jobs as a condith n to becoming eligible for services

under a consolidated program

We believe that the objective of greater flexibility, coordination. and efficiency

through consolidation of various programs is not incompatible with the idea of

maintaining VR as a separate identifiable program Currently, Gover'nors have

latitude in the organizational placement of the VR program within State

government Additionally, the Act contains the flexibility to allow VII agencie:i to

participate in various types of oho-stop shopping configurations within their states

BEST COPY AVAILABLt
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Over the past eoveral maths, we have.engagol :II a number ot a. I lugs h VI;

TozTncy diroctors %%hose agencies ;11., participating TT , ;CA. 0:o. hoppi

program, In every case, coordmation with the stale Tworall employment trainin.'

1,011.'111 pre.:ran. Never

partiopat:::.: ill .n.t.lj, xpres:.!-Ti ii,. IT:d..T-Taia T Tr

remaining eeparale in order to pre.-Terle the availab.my Ta compr,lau,s0.

speendired servu TT, fer peep!, %%11 h ws. ularlv Th h ere

' :at II Te important that TalaTr mem ,01115

fl!,.vi,!.1.- Mr serving people a it h T.T.lio may not ropure the

comprehensive services of th, vocational rehabilitation progratn, particularly tly!-,

v.ith lees S,,1,..:1:-.1h1ht Clearly, peoph with dleabilities must have equal access

to lir, I .s1:`, and eervio . available to Tthere liTmeTer. ally This in,. no:

Another drivit.g biro. for consolidation of job training programs is the hope To

acluekno: snnphfied syatem and enhancing the customer', ro,T in planning and

pioyment training servio: belie%, both If tITT ele,oile-: are

ilialer epeciali/ed program of ocat Tonal rebabilii at ion The 1992

aineiTu.:-...T0 To I be 161i:11,MT:it ten Act include prov.,,ou, lir

part lopation in th rehabilitation process he., l!es.v pro noon reierTed lo a, th

-1 )
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ititlit prsitltlni reinforce the indium& r1 the client :is customer

We believe !h.:- provision is rip intriortant expression of the hellet ;bat r.liabilitai iii

is not ',imply a hand-out to ho p;,:::,ively received but t program that sit

1/eip aml mdepe!a! ,, . o

1Ve behove timt Fedei al programs insist ho able to demonstrate their effectiveness

We are corrm.!ly undertaking a number ol activities in order to improve the

efi'ectivene,.. ot. the VI ppurrain. including a major multi-year longitudinal study m

!ne program and the development ot uncomplicated a,countabilry measure, These

inea-ore- ii tor:lima aims sach as nimiliors ol cutourers served.

employment outeonies. job retention. and customer satisfaction lii this way sce hope

to ro bev"bli the coll".'ilon "1 rross Monson's of program performance and focus on

%%hat we regard as qualitative rneastires 01 program success. The longrtudinal study

ill examme the success ot the R program in assisting individuals with disabilities

J, achieve sm-tainahle improvements in employment. earnings. independence. arpl

quality e: life and will follow approximately 10,000 program participants. In

addition. sce are participating in the Administration's Disability Policy Review which

exammu:g the c:irious Federal programs serving individuals m.ith ihivaiiilitine

I n me again state tInit the Rehabilitation Services AdnunistratPm

-irongly hoheces Ilmt people Sit Ii disabilities significantly benefit front d

1,1,,C.1"1111 .1' vocational rehab:Maur-it \\ .. drl. deeply concerned that combining

ii
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rehabilitation with other job training program -. will return us to a cohda ion ',herein

individuals with disabilities and, particularly individuals with seoere di-alolaie,, will

have little opportunity to obtain the services needed to become taxpaying.

contrtbuting members of their communities Tlw comprehensive nature of

vocational rehabilitation program distinguishes it from other job training program,

At the same time, the Act allows and, in fact, encourages the Alt prorram v.or's

collaboratively with other employment Fervid's

As romtnissioner of the Rehabilitation Services Administration. I wish ywi 1,

that I am personally ;int; de-ply committed to working actively tov..irti rromoting

expanded employment opportunities for people with disabilities It is mIr hope that

we can continue to build on the success of the past 75 years and apply our research,

experience, and imagination to the important job of helping people with disabilities

to reach their fullest potential

I thank yoii for allowing rile the opportunity to present my 0 IeW, ,711,111dOS

tny remarks. I would be happy to answer questions
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Chairman McKE0N. Thank you very much.
Mr. Kemp.

STATEMENT OF PAT KEMP, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, RCH
TECHNICAL INSTITUTE, INC.

Mr. KEMP. Mr. Chairman, Members of the subcommittee, thank
you for the opportunity to testify on my experiences with private
sector systemic models of rehabilitation for persons with severe dis-
abilities.

I am Pat Kemp. I am Executive Director of RCH Technical Insti-
tute in Seattle, Washington.

Our vision is to provide the opportunity for economic independ-
ence through education that lead.s to employment for persons with
severe disability. RCH starts with jobs and ends with jobs.

RCH Technical Institute is a private, nonprofit, postsecondary
training and employment center for persons with severe disabil-
ities. Our 14 years of experience has demonstrated a 90 percent
placement record of high expectancy employment outcomes for over
1,200 individuals.

Our program participants are people with a broad range of dis-
abilities, including sensory, motion, psychological, and mild cog-
nitive challenges. RCH offers programs in computer programming,
electronics, business, computer aided design, customer service, and
computer networking. RCH focuses on jobs. If a program does not
lead to employment, we find another one that does.

RCH is an employer driven system. The partnership between
RCH and over 250 businesses insures training is relevant and that
participants are ready to enter the work force. For instance, 50 per-
cent of a class that graduated two weeks ago is now employed.

An IBM study states that each successful rehabilitation saves the
taxpayers approximately $500,000 over the 25-year working life of
the individual. Based on this figure, RCH's work to date will save
the taxpayers in excess of $600 million.

Our demonstrated success is based on three major program com-
ponents: strong industry and private sector investment and partici-
pation.

Over 250 businesses participate in curriculum development, stu-
dent mentoring, internship and apprenticeship programs, and
classroom instruction. Industry needs drive our programs. Addi-
tional private sector investments are provided by in-kind contribu-
tions and direct funding. The business community donates in ex-
cess of 150 labor hours per student performing these tasks. Having
been brought into our program through participation, these same
businesses hire our graduates.

The second program component is private/public sector partner-
ships. Over a decade of on-site seamless service with Washington
State Employment Security providing placement support to pro-
gram participants. On-site support from the Division of Vocational
Rehabilitation We are currently teaming with DVR on plans for an
innovative service delivery demonstration model to be implemented
in July of 1995.

The third component, a systemic model of integrated service de-
livery. Over 10 years of experience providing services in a model
that today would be called a one-stop job service center. The con-

.1
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cept of seamless employment services integrating comprehensive
supportive services, program and training services, and placement
services. Team counseling concepts that result in individualized
participant planning and program implementation.

Let us first be clear that persons with severe disabilities have
special needs and including this community in a generic job train-
ing program is problematic. We must preserve the integrity of the
Rehabilitation Act. While there are many ways to implement this
funding strategy, the key to successful employment of persons with
severe disabilities is to maintain dedicated program funding.

Based on our experience, we are proponents of allowing greater
privatization of vocational rehabilitation services for persons with
severe disabilities. Greater privatization is a compassionate and ef-
ficient solution that leads to more choice, better quality, increased
capacity, and development of national performance standards.

How can we achieve greater privatization? Allow the private sec-
tor the opportunity to compete on a level playing field by insuring
participant choice of rehabilitation options during all phases of the
process. An individual with disability may select any cost effective
vendor, public or private, on the approved list maintained at one-
stop center. This will insure that the laws of supply and demand,
the free market system, determine market share for vendors.

Give the private sector direct access to a percentage of Title I
funds. Allow the private sector to match dollars.

Create national performance standards that are applied equally
to both the private and public sectors.

Legislation should require State plans to specify how the private
sector will be involved in the rehabilitation process.

In conclusion, we are here today because you have a historic op-
portunity to change the inefficient way rehabilitation has been ad-
ministered in this country. Federal dollars are eaten up in large,
bureaucratic system, the end result being less services for those
trying to enter and reenter the work force.

The private sector wants to participate in the process of getting
people with disabilities into the work force and off of government
subsidies that cost taxpayers in excess of $200 billion.

We support and are very interested in your efforts to improve ef-
ficiency, reduce waste, and provide effective rehabilitation services
to people with severe disabilities.

Finally, the most compassionate solution is the one that gets the
most Americans with disabilities into livable wage jobs and off of
the self-esteem destroying subsidies. -

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Kemp followsl
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the Most compasaonate solution is the one that eels The most Americans v.ith
dit.ABILITIES Imo Ili able iste Jobs and ot I 01 the sea esteem .ut,rdie, the
,ompassionate solution is a sstetille model that Lluilitates the transition tionl suhsrds to the

matik toice. pros ides maxima in pawl:tram choice. pto \ ides inamlnUto iapacits for limited
tedetal funds. and Is hjsed on health', competition ts inch lead, r,, the he,1 sr:v.1LT

We support and are 5er into ested ut .our et forts to intros,: ell wiene, reduce is asie and

pros ide et teLus e rehabilitation sets tees to people is ah disABIIATIES. Ii e can pros ide
additional intormatron to support snort efforts please contael P.11 Kemp JI RC} I Technical

Institute i2Ohi 365 z11 in I iespe,aull request that this testinions and tianscripts i'rom Ills
question he entered into the healing record

Thank mlql

Patrick R Kemp
Eiecuti50 t)mien_tnrr
ROI Technical Institute



Executive Summary

RCII TechrItutl Institute is a private nun profit postsecondaty tiamnig alai employment
:enter for prisons w ith sesete disABLLITIES Our 14 years 01 experience has
nemonstratcd a 90% placement record of high expectancy employinent outcomes tot Over
1200 individuals. Our success is based on three major program components

Strong industry / private sector investment and participation. Os::
250 businesses paiticipirie it eurnculum development. student inentoi mg.
internship and apprenticeship pro,.rams. and elassmoin instruction Investments
arc provided in in-kind contnhutions ald direct funding

Private / public sector partnerships. Over a decade of on sire seamless
scrvke v.ith Washington State Finployment Security providing place., ieni
to progi am participants. On-site support from the 0:5 [stern of Vocational
Rehabilitation. We are ennently working with DVR on plans for an iluinsatisc
service delivery demonstiation model to be implemented in July or 1995

Systemic model of integrated service delivery. Over ten years experierca
providing services in a model that rodny would be called a 'One Stop Joh Centel
The concept of seamless employment services integrating comprehensive
supportise services program and training services. und placement serviees Team
counseling concepts that result in individualized participant planning and program
impiememation

Based on our espenenee. we ale proponents of allow mg greater privatization of vocational
ienshilitation setviee, for persons with seseic disABLUTIES: Greater privatization is a
compassionate solution that will lead to:

More home of services for people %soh st:,ent: LlisABILITIES

2 Better quality Ot services titiougli compcimi,un

Increased capacity through private sector invesvnent nod tomtit of federal Emding

4 Development of national performance standatds dial will ennance optimal altvcairon
of present and future sLamCe federal funds

Hov can we achieve greater privatization Allow the private sect. rIte oppoitinniy to
compete on a lesel playing field by

Clive the private sector direct SICCeus to a percentage of Title I funds.
.Xllow the private sector to participate hy raising private sector match dollars to
increase the overall systems capacity. The resulting competition will fostei giCatel
choice and system effectiveness

Crewe national performance standards that are applied equall!. La both
the private and public sectors. Future decision makers will base
comparative halos foi doeisnons on allocations to public mkt pi ivate sectors In
addition. perk,' mane,: standards will ensure quality service delivery and can
provide J hesIS lo ensure effective service for the most sevelely disABLED It is
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also our hehef that any maxima standards must include mandates for smice to
'SSIISSDI recipients capable of returning to work

Fin Ally it is our experience that. persons with scvere disABILITIES hase special needs atid
including this community in generic job hauling programs is problematic We must
preiser .e the ditegiity ot the Rchnbilitatturt Mt and foster competition through ivali
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Chairman McKE0N. Thank you very much.
Mr. Hall, are you ready to proceed?

STATEMENT OF HARRY HALL, DIRECTOR, THE DEVELOPMENT
TEAM, ACCOMPANIED BY MS. LENNY GRANGER

Mr. HALL. I am.
Mr. Chairman and Members, I am Harry Hall from Jacksonville,

Florida, and with me is Lenny Granger from Falls Church, Vir-
.ginia. I am the President of a small, 12 year old, not-for-profit cor-
poration called the Development Team, Inc., and I am the Project
Director of one of the seven Choice projects awarded by the Reha-
bilitation Services Administration last year based on the Choice
provisions that were added in October of 1992 to the Rehabilitation
Act.

We have provided you with written testimony. I have given to
Hans Meter for you and for your Members a full set of the kind
of manuals that we use to train our leadership and provide to our
participants. So you can see the entire thing, in all of its detail,
and I hope that in the questioning process we will have a chance
to describe how we actually do some of this.

At this time I introduce to you Lenny Granger. Lenny came to
Career Choice in Northern Virginia in May of 1994 and joined a
group program for persons with disabilities. She prepared and will
make our opening statement.

Ms. GRANGER. Mr. Chairman and committee Members, I am here
to tell you first hand about Career Choice, a program that offers
a sane and creative alternative to conventional rehabilitative serv-
ices. The Career Choice model assumes that disabled people such
as myself are best qualified to determine which services will help
them gain or sustain employment and that people with disabilities
can help each other in this process.

I was one of 12 people with chronic disabilities who were privi-
leged to test this model last summer. For many of us the disabil-
ities were not readily apparent. One used a wheelchair, one or two
others a brace or crutch. Some had been disabled a year or two,
one nearly a lifetime. I was among those who had spent all adult-
hood struggling with a debilitating disease for which there is now
no cure.

I was 19 studying abroad when I was diagnosed with rheumatoid
arthritis. Doctors hoped that it was the juvenile form of the disease
which I would have outgrown, but I have never had a day of remis-
sion since May 1974. I had studied ballet for 13 years and was en-
rolled in a dance education program in the States upon my return.
Obviously, those plans were abandoned.

I remember my college years as a sea of pain that I refused to
allow drown my hopes for a professional altogether. I earned a B.A.
and Master's in English, worked for more than 17 years an editor,
finally winning a challenging editorial position in the performing
arts in 1985.

All that time I had sustained full-time work, but by 1989 I re-
quired a total hip replacement. The surgery was initially success-
ful, but within a few months, I could not get through a normal
workday without requiring prescription pain killers too potent for
daily use. ,

kva,
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Going onto disability, that is, social security disability insurance,
as I did in 1990 was a blow. I had been treated for depression for
nearly as long as for the arthritis, but nothing prepared me for the
loss of my .livelihood. Work had always been a tonic for joint pain
because my concentration had a different focus.

Since the conventional work setting was no longer a poss"lity
for me, I approached my DRS counselor with an alternative.
she support modest professional training in the arts? She refused
to even consider the request, labeling it too frivolous.

Perhaps she would be surprised to know that because of Career
Choice, I now have shoes that enable me to sustain part-time em-
ployment as a professional actress. In addition, Career Choice's
support has allowed me to work one on one with a mentor to com-
plete work on a collection of short stories and to find an agent for
my work.

Since the program, I have fiction and poetry published for the
first time and a full-length play produced. through contacts and
skills I developed in the program, I am retaining part-time employ-
ment as I move toward my longer term goal of beins a writing con-
sultant to children. It is work that is the easiest on my joints and
for which I have a gift.

I dislike the word "empowerment" because it is over-used and
sends up red flags in the minds of some listeners, but there is no
other word for the effect that Career Choice has had on me and my
fellow participants.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Hall and Ms. Granger follows:I
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Testimony - March 29. 1995
before Committee on Economic
and Educational Opportunity,
U.S. House of Representatises

Opening Statement b) Harry Hall

'Ir. Chairman and Members of the Committee,

am Harry Ilall from lad:sot-mile. Florida. With me ic Lenn Granger from Falls Church. Vir-
giMa.

1am the President of a small, 12 !, ear old not-for-profit compacsi called The Deselopment Team.
Inc. And, I am the Project Director of one of the es en Choice "Demonstration Projects funded
ht.t sear by RSA under the choice pros isionc added in Title VIII of the Rehabilitation Act in Oc
'ober 1992.

We have provided some written testimony, and I base brought i ., s.ets of Leadership and Par-
ticipant Manuals which explain in complete detail how our proje, mks; I will leave one set for
you, Mr. Chairman, and one for the ranking minority member. 1 hope that during the questioning
by Members thcre will be opportunities to explain how we have designed our project to greatly ex-
pand choice by persons %kith disabilities.

this time, I introduce to you Lenny Granger. Lenny came to the Career Choice site in Northern
Virginia in May 1994 and joined a group program of persons with disabilities. She skill make the
opening statement.
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Opening Statement by Lenny Granger

arn here to tell sou firsthand about Career (, hoise. a program that offers a sane and sreause a:ter-
nails e to cons entional rehabilitise sen ices -I'he Career Choice model assumes ihat d,sabled
people such a, msself are hest qualified :0 determine Nhich seri. ices N I I help them eain or sustain
emplosment and that people %kith disabilities can help each other in this process.

as one of 12 people 'sub chronic disabilities Nho ssere prisdeged to test th,s model last
For many of us . the disabilines ssere not readds apparent; one used a lheelchair, one or IN 0
Others a brace or crutch. Some had been disabled a sear or ;kw, one nearly a lifetime. I N as
among those uho hase spent ail adulthood struggling ssith a debilitating di,ease for sshich there 1,
no, no cure.

I Nai 19, studsing abroad, N hen I ,A as shae.nosed skirl) rheumatoid arthritis. Doctors hoped ,t Ass
the jusemle form of the disease, it bleb 1 %weld koe outerossn. But I base nes er has., a das if
remission since Ma!, 1974, I had studied ballet for 13 sears and N as enrolled to begin a dance
education program in the State, i.pon :us tel..rn Obs iousls, those plans %sere abandoned.

I remember ms college sears a, a sea of pain that I refused to alloss dross n ms hopes for a prole
ion altogether. I earned a B.A. and master's in English, ssorked for more than 17 sears as an
editor, finally skinning a challerunng edito-ial position in the performing arts in 191s5.

All that time I had sustained full-time %%wk, but by l9S9 I required a total hip replacemeit IThe

surgery itas initially successful hut Nithin a few months. I could not get througl. a norma: orkday
Nithout requiring prescription pain killers too potent to usc

Going onto disability (i.e.. Social Security Disability Insurance) as I did in 1990 it a, a blow. I had
been treated for depression for nearly as long as for the arthritis, but nothing prepared me for the
loss of my lischhood. Work had alssass been a tonic for joint pain, because my concentration had a
different focus.

Since the conventional work setting uas no longer a possibility for me. I approached my DRS coun-
selor uith an alternative. Could she support modest professional training in thc arts? She refused
to esen consider the request, labeling it too frisolous.

Perhaps she uould he surprised to know that because (.1*Carcer Choice. I now base shoes that
enabled rne to sustain part-time emplmment as a professional actress. In addition, Career
Choice's support has alloued me to uork one-On-one with a mentor to complete uork un a collec-
tion of short stories and to find an agent for my uork.

Since the program. I have had fiction and poetry published for the first time and a full-length plas
produced. Through contacts and skills I deseloped in the program. I am retaining part-time
emplo!,mcnt as I mose tossard my longer-term goal of being a N riling consultant to children. It is
uork that is the easiest on my piints and for %%filth I hase a IA.

I dislike the ssord emposserment because it is oser-used and sends up red flags in the mind, of
some listeners. But ;here is no other %surd for the effect that Career Cbotie has had on me and im,
!e. I lmr. parlicrants.
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Written Testimony
Summar: Career Choice National Demonstration

Career Choice is the popular name for a program which is being cond..cted :a the Saa Francis,0
Bas area in Ca 1iforma. in Northern 3. irgmia and the District, and in Jacksonsi;le. liorda

Career Choice is one of ses en national demonstration projects designed to enhance consumer con-
trol :n the pursuit of selected career goals and in obtaining chosen services and products nec('ssars
to meet their goals. Die Des elopment Team. Inc . collaborating with the Center for Inde-
pendent lasing in Berkeley California:Center for Independent I is ing in the District of Columbia.
the Fairfax County Disability Set, ices Board, and several other sponsoring organiaations in North-
ern Virginia: and the (enter for Independent Lasing in Jacksonville. Florida to pros ide this unique
emplosment sersices program that fits the Independent Living philosophy. The program model in-
dudes a twelve week group training program where peers support one another in a self-help
process assisted by solunteers from the business community.

he program emphasiaes that indisiduals With disabilities are usually the best persons to make
tacisions about their its n careers. Programs are focusing sequentially on I) phssical-mobility re,-

lated disabilities. 21 chronic. unpredictable disabilities, 3) learning disabilities, 4 I deafness.
5) I IIV AIDS and (s) nienta1, ciri tio. :1 disabilities. Each group will ins oh e 10-12 persons with
similar disab.lities.

Ile question of whether persons with disabilities who want to make their OW n choices are able to
do so and thereby achieve positise results through their own empowerment is already answered in
the affirmative although the stork of fully documenting this will go on for a while. The really hard
work is creating and refining the techniques and program components so as to enhance choice.

v hen we talk about choice we mean:
I. choice of whether to participate in the basic Choice program;
2. choice of employment objectis es;
.3 choice of sers ices or products needed to osercome barriers to employment;
4. choice of providers or suppliers of needed products or sersices;
5. dunce of hew best to persue career aspirations.

raking control, using self-assessment, self-management, self-advocacy to the =Aim= degree
feasible is the empowering framework.

The initial choice technique is to directly reach very substantial numbers of persons with dis-
abilities with a brochure describing the program and invite them to seek more information if they
desire by mailing in a postcard from thc brochure with their name and telephone number on it.
For each group training program we reach between 1,200 and 2,200 persons with disabilities. First,
a telephone discussion is initiated with the 45-(30 persons who respond, on a first-come, first-sers cd
basis. Those who believe the program inay be helpful (averaging 18-23 persons) receive written in-
furmation, a self-assessment ins entors and an invitation to a face-to-face meeting. The interview's
basic purpose is to help persons determine whether the program is likely to he beneficial to them.
While it is ens isioned that we will eventually encounter some circumstance in which a person
wants to be ins lied, but the inters it:suers belies e they should not be, we have not set faced this in the
Career Choice program. We take chances because to try to achiese higher lock of certainty is not
practical or cost effectise. and because With many circumstances of disability uncenaimy is a realits.

Ile group training program is pros ided in 12 Week I) 3 hour sessions. It sequentially focuses on
personal skills and attitudes. selection of an emplosment objectise, selection of senices and
products needed. Joh seckine, skills and techniques for obtaining or retaining mainstream emplos.



ment opportunitie:, The design involves a great deal of work at home, consultation w ith peers,
guest presentations and inter% iews with persons from the business community, and techmques to
increase skill and confidence.

A career club managed primarily by participants follows the group training. Each individual is
matched with a business volunteer in the same field as their employment choice for the purpose of
information interviews. networking help, resume resiew and practice intersiews. Follow-up on a
formal basis occurs at six month intervals for two years.

Individuals are expected to take primary responsibility for their job search/retention or career ad-
vancement actions.

Some from the world of rehabilitation have wondered whether this purposeful turning over of the
responsibility for outcome to participants is viable. Our experience in Career Choice is that
90 + % of persons who begin go on to complete the entire program and of those who complete we
expect more than 70% will achieve their employment goal within two years. It is running over 50%
within six months of beginning the program and over 60% within one year. No two jobs are alike.
Nearly all are well above entry level. Most are vety good jobs. All jobs are in the mainstream - all
are obtained by mainstream methods.

The program model is developed sufficiently so that doing the program "by the book" works every
time. The need for adaptability for different persons needs is built into the basic model.

The primary tasks to ensure successful replicability are to obtain local staff leadership who
genuinely embrace an empowerment approach and continue to use the existing monitoring techni-
ques.

One of the most dramatic aspects of the project is how decisions are made to provide to individual
participants whatever additional services or products they determine with the consultation of their
peers in the group are needed to achieve their goals. Through several sessions identified barriers
are translated into service or product needs and extensive research/exploration occurs to deter-
mine which provider or product or supplier is best. By session ten Purchase Requests are on
paper. In session eleven each participant presents their requests to the group and a formal peer
review exercise occurs regarding each request. Thereafter the group becomes a budget making
committee chaired by the non-voting project director. They have a total amount which they can
commit of $15,600 for a group of twelve persons. Many outside the project doubted this process
would be workable. In fact, this process has worked remarkably well for 9 groups to date. The
most important items, usually most of the requests, have been fully funded. Some have negotiated
partial payments with commitments from the individual for the rest. Sotne requests have been
turned down. No one has complained. The satisfaction with this process as well as the whole pro-
gram is almost unanimous.

Choice programming has great potential for both achieving results and being efficient. And, it is

%%holly exhilerating climate in which to work.

This Demonstration Program is funded by the Department of Education, Rehabilitation Services
Administration under the Client Choice provisions of October 1992, Title VIII of the Rehabilita-
tion Act.

Ihis Choice project provides the insight and model to replicate programs for use within Inde-
pendent Living Centers and community-based organizations and we beliese also with state oca-
tional rehabilitation agencies in collaboration w ith community organizations.

Attached arc a few documents which further explain the program and w ho we are.
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ItstartawithAstamp.
If you want to hear more about Career
Choice, please return this postcard
today.

This is a unique opportunity for the first 12
eligible applicants. The sooncr you put this
card in the mail, the better your chance of
taking part in the next group.

POMO
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P.S. We'll call you when we get your 
postcard to talk it over and possibly 

set up a time when we can meet. We look 
forward to hearing from you. 

*c Z = = o 5 = 
et eD 



14286-19 Beach Blsd., #344
Jaasons ifle, El. 32250
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HARRY I_ HALL

RECENT EXPERIENCE

Prc,i 'en The Des elopment Team, Inc., August 1983 to present

(9114) 223.5748

Created a notfoi .prolo corporation dedicated to the quality 1' life of persons oak dusaliulutues

Ask, milled collaborating organiadtions and prepared a national Project With Industry gcant apphca

'ion. Functions as the Project Director. Created a national program called JOB NA ISINt ; in a hich

more than 2/09 persons aids disabilities. S9'1- persons with MS; 7P-i of all aho has,: completed the

program base been serdied with 2 conseeunse months employment.

Deseloped and conducted an SSA demonstration grant project (or 190 SSDI benefijaries ssith MS

Deseloped a grant program in collabor.dian aith the Arthritis Foundation, building a national employ.

m.11E-related program.

Deseloped and is Project Director of a grant program ssith three Cll., to demonstrate increased client

choice in the socationaI rehabilitation process.

WiLlinkamEs=2,,s,entiaiie National Multiple Sclerosis Society, 1977 - 1983

.Vi,istint to the Cummisioact Rehabilitation Services Administration, Washington, 1).C.
1975 - 1977

EDUCATION

19b6-o7 Urban Training Center and Unisersity of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois; Public Policy and Ad-

ministration, Social Systems, Urban Planning 3nd Community Organit.ation. 1 year

19,:i u,3 Lutheran Theological Seminary, Gettysburg, Pennsylvania; Master of Divinits-, Theology,

Philosophy, Management, Planning, Counseling: 3 years

-v.. tgl Wagner College, Staten Island, New York; Bachelor of Arts; Social and Political Philocophy,

Mathematics. Economics

Men's Honor Society and Dean's List

Omicron Delta Kappa, National Honor and Leadership Society
prsr,.:7 Union Junior College, Cranfoid, Nos Jersey

CIVIC ACTIVITIES

Publisls honored with the "Key to the City' by the Mayor of Kansas City, Missouri in 1975 '-for more than ses, n

tears of leadership in public policy, community organi7arion. social sal-sires and community development."

Elected member- Kansas Cits Board of Education.



Prrwam Description for Participants. Career Choice
Six Month Group-Training Program and Career Club

The Career Choice program is designed to assist persons %kith disabilities obtain or retain
employment. Funded by the federal Department of Education, it is offered by the Center for
Independent Living in collaboration vvith The Development Team, Inc. as an alternative to
traditional vocational rehabilitation services and features consumer choice of job objectives,
services needed, and serv ice providers. The program is conducted by the CIL's trained
Leadership Team, consisting of 3-5 persons, a majority of %%horn have disabilities.

The Career Choice program has 3 major segments:
Self- iccescment

Individuals respond to outreach by asking for more infortnation. Interviewer initiates
telephone discussion and provides Self-Assessment Inventory and other written
material for potential participants who consider if the Career Choice program meets
their needs at this time.
Interviewers and potential participants discuss details of the program and self-assess-
ment in a face-to-face interview. Individuals decide if they wish to be considered.
Those likely to benefit from the Career Choice program are invited on a "first-come,
first-served basis.

Group Training (3 months)
Participants (max. of 12) sign up and commit themselves to complete the 12 week
training program and 3 month Career Club.
Participants meet in weekly 3-hour group training sessions for 12 weeks. Sessions
concentrate on identificatio.1 of job objectives, needs, and service providers; job
readiness concerns and job seeking skills. Participant manuals and supplementary
materials are provided. Thc Leadership Team facilitates and coordinates training.
Business volunteers meet with group.
Gucst presenters, group discussions, at home assignments and peer dialogue are all
program methods. Participants learn to identify service providers, prioritize needs, and
manage the process of obtaining needed services. Participants develop techniques to
manage disabilities on the job, to find a job, and to keep a job.

Job Search-Career Club (3 months)
Participants support each other through carcer club.
They receive services and report back on service provision.
They apply networking techniques acquired through training.
Activities are directed toward identifying employment opportunities and obtaining
interviews.
Participants meet with mentors from the business community to review job search
plans, receive support and assistance in networking and interviewing.

t)
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Eniposserrnent and Group Proces.s

Pie core of an empimerment program model related to emploment is DE El (WING AND
STRENGTIIENING I iE ARRAY OF Milli AND CAPACMES lilA r ENABLE
INDIVIDUALS 10 CONIPE.FE EFFECI.IVF.1_11" FOR JOI3S IF,Y wANT To Do .AND
ARE ABLE TO PERFORM, and to deal %kith disability-related aspects so that disability does
not become a disadsantage. Self-assessment. self-manacement, and self- ads ocas- are essen-
tial to the model and the group process is a central means.

Self-assessment: There is usually no one 'Alio can better assess how all of the factors
impacting employment interrelate, than the Career Choice participant. Thus, the iNir-
ticipant should be the primary decider of sshether an emplo:.ment services program or a
:oh is suitable for him, her. Career Choice addresses this need for self-assessment by
pros iding a process that includes participant choice:

in the election to particit.ate in the career program, in respiinse to extensie direct
outreach;
in the indisidualized selection of emploment goals and objectives:
in the self-identification and peer resiew of related individual needs and sers ices
to address those needs;
in the deselopment of sufficient information for participants to make informed
choices;
in peer ass:7431We in choosing sers ices arid service providers; and
in a career club to reinforce the self-management of career choices.

Self-Management of Disability Impacts: Self-management with respect to disability is
more important and more extensive than is generally recognized. It includes management
of schedule time, of fluctuations of the impact of the 'disease, of fatigue, of stress, of
ssmptomatic treatment, of independent li%ing support s)stems. Self- management can be
developed to a more competent loci in almost all individuals and effective self-manage-
ment in obtaining and retaining emploment is crucial.

Self-Management of the Job Search is Encouraged and Supported: Empcmerment in-
cludes participation to the tnaximurn degree possible in the normal. mainstream systems
of obtaining an( retaining emplo.ment. This process includes using all the traditional job
'placement" techniques (except supported emplo;.ment which is seldom appropriate for
:hi,. population) but using them to support the participant as the primary manager of hk her
',An job search. This is sery important for those people with disabilities %silo hase
employment skills and 'or educational qualifications. The types and levels of job potential
for most persons %kith disabilities are ery broad - perhaps 90C-c of \chat they %%ere prior to
disability. In that context, participants do not seek special favors, but rather fairness in an
interview process in %Ouch thes ssIl obtain jobs they scck and arc able to perform.

Pie Des elopment Frain. Inc Poge
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Self-Management of Disclosure: An empowerment model, unlike other employmem
,enices models, permits the participants to retain options regarding the crucial issue of
disclosure. Decisions about cchether, %Oen, how, and how much to disclose about the
disability and current or pro ious functional manifestations, especially the many hidden
aspects, are decisions shich can best be made in an individual situation by the job
seekerijob retainer. The program fosters the broad understanding of disclosure options
and strategies, along with extensive practice in a group setting, and these have proven a
valuable asset to enhancing empowerment. Because of the changing nature of many
disabilities, disclosure is often not a single-point problem but a series of additional
disclosures at appropriate times.

Self-Advocacy: It is consistar t %kith an empowerment model that the job seekerlob retainer
develop both the capacity to intervene with employers on behalf of him/herself and thc
capacity to manage the accommodations process. The intervention of program leadership
persons should be at the request of the participant; this is in marked contrast to many other
models where staff intervene at the request of employers, often without consulting with
the employee. Self-advocacy and understanding of rights is a %cry important aspect in
preventing the violations of state and federal lasks regard:ng employ ment discrimination,
rather than taking legal actions after such events occur.

It is crucial to note that the group process is the "means '. to enhance self-empowerment. The
most significant value of the group process for the participant is that it nourishes self-
empowerment. The interrelationships involved in participating in the group undergird and
enhance motivation, discipline, and follow through, promote the acceptance of responsibility
and provide for the testing and re-testing of reality enhanced by the expertise of peers. Thc
group process requires and generates a commitment to each other's success. It generates an
acceptance of the fact that people have to participate in allowing others to practice in order
that they will experience the same. It involves acceptance of the fact that some parts'of the
program may be less important for themselves than for others but that their participation in
the entire process may still reinforce those less needed aspects while benefiting someone else
in the group.

Finally. Empowerment Means Being Able To Do It Again and Again. Persons with disabilities,
need to believe that they can undertake another job search and obtain new employment,
v. hether they actually have to do it or not. Developing all the techniques and skills to maximize
that belief, including job seeking skills, enables individuals to feel that they have something to
contribute to an employer and that they can contribute in another setting if an employer is
unreasonable. It enables them to repeatedly reconsider employment options (as most people
do, especially people with changing functional realities).

Pie Des elopment Team. Inc. Page 2 1905
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Chairman MCKE0N. Thank you.
Mr. Young.

STATEMENT OF TONY YOUNG, DIRECTOR, RESIDENTIAL SERV-
ICES AND COMMUNITY SUPPORTS, AMERICAN REHABILITA-
TION ASSOCIATION
Mr. YOUNG. Good morning, Mr. Chairman. I am Tony Young, Di-

rector of Residential Services and Community Supports with the
American Rehabilitation Association. I am here today on behalf of
the Consortium for Citizens with Disabilities Employment and
Training Task Force.

CCD is a coalition of over 120 consumer, advocacy, service pro-
vider, and professional organizations that advocate on behalf of in-
dividuals with disabilities and their families.

I have submitted written testimony for the record. I will summa-
rize my remarks this morning.

CCD suggests a two-pronged strategy to address the needs of in-
dividuals with disabilities in consolidation legislation. First, man-
date the preservation of separate funding source to provide services
for individuals with severe disabilities, especially those that fall
outside of those services readily available in consolidated programs.

Second, require consolidated programs to practice principles that
will create employment opportunities for individuals with disabil-
ities. The principles include access to job training for all persons
with disability, presumption of employability, due process to safe-
guard their rights, informed choice, individualized services and
supports, a qualified staff in coordination with individual rights.
These principles are further discussed in our written testimony.

In drafting legislation consolidating Federal employment and
training programs, CCD strongly urges the committee to view pro-
grams funded through the Rehabilitation Act, especially the Title
I State Grant Program, as a distinct emponent in the system. We
offer three compelling reasons for thi,, position.

First, individuals with disabilitie'., may need specialized services
prior to taking advantage of traini .ig or accepting employment.

Second, in order to meaningfully participate in training opportu-
nities and be considered for employment, an individual with a dis-
ability may need accommodation, for example, the redesign of test-
ing procedures or the restructuring of job functions.

Third, if nonspecialized staff in consolidated programs are linked
to rehabilitation professionals who can answer questions, there will
be many opportunities for these staff to serve individuals with dis-
abilities directly.

Allow me to use a personal example to illustrate the issues. I be-
came a C-4 quadriplegic in 1970 when I was 18 years old and had
just graduated from high school. My work experience included
mowing lawns, raking leaves, washing cars, and three summers as
a lifeguard, not exactly what you would call high skill, high wage
jobs in order to build a career on, especially with a disability as se-
vere as mine.

After medical rehabilitation, I was evaluated by the Virginia De-
partment of Rehabilitative Services in 1971 and determined to
have no work potential. In 1975, I was again evaluated for work
potential. In the few years between 1971 and 1975, the expecta-

3
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tions of the potential of severely disabled persons changed substan-
tially due to the emergence of the Independent Living Movement,
and I was determined to have work potential under these new ex-
pectations.

I completed my degree in business administration and went to
work at the Department of Agriculture as a budget analyst. Since
then I have worked as the Executive Director of a Center for Inde-
pendent Living, a consultant in public policy for persons with dis-
abilities, and in my current position with American Rehabilitation
Association.

I have had a successful career over the last 15 years. I have paid
Federal, State, and local taxes, invested in my future through sav-
ings, and contributed significantly to the conspicuous consumption
of consumer goods. I enjoy not only a satisfying work life, but also
a full, rich social life.

None of this would have been possible without a significant in-
vestment in my potential. I had the opportunity to train and not
just any job, but for the right job for my abilities, skills, talents,
and interests. I could have been trained as a receptionist or other
low skill, low paying position, but I would not have been able to
earn enough money to purchase the assistive technology and per-
sonal assistance that I require in order to work. Instead of paying
taxes and purchasing consumer goods as I do now, I would still be
on SSDI and SSI, as well as Medicare and Medicaid. The invest-
ment made in me by vocational rehabilitation has been paid back
many times over the last 15 years.

In summary, the CCD Employment and Training Task Force
fears that individuals with disabilities will be lost in a generic serv-
ice delivery system unless the two-pronged approach outlined in
our testimony is adopted.

With 69 percent of working age persons with disabilities unem-
ployed, we feel strongly that Congress would be remiss in support-
ing the creation of 'any system that allows the reduction of funds
targeted for training and employment assistance for individuals
with disabilities.

Even with the current level of funding, vocational rehabilitation
programs can only serve a small percentage of the persons needing
services. Individuals with disabilities welcome the new opportunity
that job training consolidation offers: easier access to training, job
market data, and employment prospects. That is good news for ev-
eryone, youth looking for their first job, parents returning to work,
people looking for a career change, individuals affected by
downsizing, and especially two groups of people with disabilities:
people with emerging disabilities who need to maintain their em-
ployment and people with lifelong disabilities who have always
wanted to be employed.

I must emphasize one point before I close. Employment among
working age persons with disabilities is due to a combination of
factors, including lack of health coverage, lack of long-term sup-
ports for severely disabled persons, a continuing misconception that
people with disabilities cannot work, the failure of our educational
system to adequately prepare young persons with disabilities for a
lifetime of work, and the difficulties of transitioning from depend-
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ence on disability related cash assistance and in-kind support pro-
grams to financial independence and self-reliance.

Americans with disabilities are citizens who expect to fully par-
ticipate in society with all of the opportunities and privileges and
responsibilities of every other citizen. You can take a giant step to-
ward making this possible through eff-ctive job training consolida-
tion legislation.

Thank you for this opportunity to testify. I will be happy to an-
swer any questions you might have.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Young follows:]
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Thank you Mr. Chairman and distinguished Members of this Committee for this opportunity to
testify on planned House efforts to consolidate Federal training and employment programs.

My name is Tony Young. I am the Director of Residential Services arid Community Supports at
the American Rehabilitation Association. I am here today speaking on behalf of the Consortium
for Citizens with Disabilities (CCM Employment and Training Task Force. CCD is a coalition of
over 120 consumer, advocacy, service provider, and professional organizations that advocates on
behalf of individuals with disabilities and their families. I will now summarize my testimony.

We the undersigned members of CCD would like to compliment your Committee on current efforts
to facilitate greater integration and coordination among federally funded employment training
programs. CCD agrees that a comprehensive overhaul is overdue. We support your goals and
objectives which are guiding these efforts. Many of- these goals and objectives guided the
reauthorization of the Rehabilitation Act in 1992. We know that your Committee is interested in
achieving a more cost-effective approach to the provision of employment training services and that
this interest extends to individuals with disabilities. We seek to work with you and Committee
Members to ensure that identified strategies and approaches will achieve those ends and not have
unintendeC consequences for people with disabilities, especially people with severe disabilities.

The preservation of a distinct rehabilitation program to provide access to specialized expertise and
services must be maintained. A distinct rehabilitation fund to facilitate training and employment
opportunities for individuals with disabilities must be maintained. The consolidation of various
training and employment programs and concentration of resources are viewed as gleans to make
them more effective, efficient, and responsive to unemployed and underemployed in1viduals. CCD
supports a distinct program for persons with disabilities. Further. CCD recommends that the funds
appropriated for Title I of the Rehabilitation Act be retained in Title I and that a section in the new
job consolidation or lilock grant bill be drafted to create the link between the generic job training
program and the specialized job training program targeted for people with disabilities.

Community-Based Rehabilitation Programs, Projects With Industries, Supported Employment, and
State rehabilitation agencies represent the most well-known and used conduits to expertise and
services that have helped individuals with disabilities become eligible for, find, and maintain
employment. Maintaining the integrity of these agencies and programs in a reform effort does not
preclude them from being a partner, resource, or player in one-stop employment assistance centers
or other approaches to consolidation; nor does it prevent targeted rehabilitation dollars from being
used in new innovative ways. For example, state rehabilitation agencies in six states, which are
continuing to function as distinct administrative entities, are currently successfully participating in
one-stop training and employment assistance centers. The six states are: Wisconsin. Minnesota,
Michigan, Kentucky, New York, and New Jersey.

Allow me to use a personal example to illustrate the issues that are critical to this discussion.
became a C-4 quadriplegic in 1970 as a result of a body surfing accident. I was 18 years old, and
just graduated from high school. My work skills and experience included mowing lawns, raking
leaves, washing cars and dishes, and three summers as a life guard, swimming instructor, and swim
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team coach. Not exactly what you would call high skill, high wage jobs, especially with a disability
as severe as mine. After medical rehabilitation. I was evaluated by the Virginia Department of
Rehabilitative Services in 1971, determined to have no work potential, and sent home to live with
my parents.

In 1975, I was again connected with the Virginia Department of Rehabilitative Services and
evaluated for work potential. In the few years between 1971 and 1975, the expectations of the
potential of severely disabled persons changed substantially, mainly due to the emergence of the
Independent Living Movement, and I was determined to have work potential under these new
expectations. I wanted to earn a college degree, and agreed to a program of study to become a
computer programmer. After one year of study, during which I demonstrated a complete and utter
lack of talent or aptitude for programming computers. I realized that I could be successful not by
accomplishing tasks directly, but by managing human and other resources to accomplish tasks, and
changed my major to business administration. I complettd my degree program and wcnt to work
at the Department of Agriculture as a budget analyst. Since then I have worked as the executive
director of a center for independcnt living, a consultant in public policy for persons with disabilities,
and in my current position with the American Rehabilitation Association.

I have had a successful career over the last 15 years, working in jobs that I enjoyed doing and that
I felt %sere accomplishing something worthwhile. I have paid Federal, State and local taxes, invested
in my future through savings and retirement, and contributed significantly to the conspicuous
consumption of consumer goods, especially medical equipment and services. As opportunities arose
and as technology, especially personal computers and wheelchairs, became more sophisticated, I was
able to assume more responsibility, therefore acquiring more rewards for my labors. I enjoy not
only a satisfying work life but also a full, rich social life including activities with friends and time
contributed as a volunteer to community activities.

None of this would have been possible without a significant Investment by the Virginia Department
of Rehabilitative Services in my potential as a human being. I had the opportunity to train for not
just any job, or the first job available, but for the right job for my abilities, skills, talents, and
interests. I could have been trained to be a receptionist or another low skill, low pay position, but
I would have not been able to earn enough money through wages to purchase the medical equipment
and services, asststive tochnology and personal assistance that I require in order to work. Instead
of paying taxes and purchasing consumer goods as I do now, I would still be on SSDI and SSI as
well as Medicare and Medicaid. The investment made in me through vocational rehabilitation has
been paid back many times over in the last 15 years.

For two years, CCD worked closely with Con.-ress during the reauthorization of the Rehabilitation
Act in 1992 to improve the service delivery system funded under Tide I of the Rehabilitation Act.
The themes of these el forts were integration, coordination, increased consumer choice, and increased
accountability. The Rehabilitation Act Amendments of 1992 contained many important protections
which constituted substantial improvements to the State Vocational Rehabilitation Program which
wIll help to assure that individuals with disabilities have access to needed services and can exercise
informed choice in regard to vocational goals, services, and the providers of those services. The
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1992 amendments increased emphasis on employment outcomes rather then on the provision of
services. The amendments also contained provisions related to students transitioning from school
to work, outreaching to minorities and other unserved and underserved populations, providing
assistivc technology, and providing personal assistance services. Similar protections must bc written
into any consolidated job training program.

The 1992 amendments to the Rehabilitation Act created a State Rehabilitation Advisory Council to
facilitate consumer, employer and public input into the development of state policy and to increase
programmatic accountability. The 1992 amendments also emphasized coordination among the
programs and services necessary to secure meaningful employment for persons with disabilities.
Part C of Title I. Innovation and Expansion Grants, stressed the need to conducta strategic planning
process on an annual basis to identify gaps and duplication in services, to fund demonstrations of
cutting edge approacl,es to the delivery of vocational rehabilitation services, and to fund model
approaches to coordination. As the Committee looks at various approaches to consolidate federally
funded eniployment programs, the language in Part C of Title I of the Rehabilitation Act should be
examined for possible inclusion in consolidation legislation. We encourage you to continue to build
on what was achieved dunng the 1992 reauthorization process.

We arc concerned that in the rush to simplify access to employment and training programs. people
with disabilities would inadvertently slip through the cracks of such a system. Here are our
concerns:

Programs such as vocational rehabilitation, which are currently under-funded do not serve
everyone who is eligible. Some of these programs have been accused of "creaming," i.e.,
serving people who are easiest and least costly to serve. often to the exclusion of individuals
with more severe disabilities. In a generic program, people with disabilities would not even be
"in the bottle" since they would be competing with able-bodied individuals for scarce resources.

The specific employment and training needs of people with disabilities are not specifically
addressed under any other federally assisted program. A body of expertise has been built up
over the 75 years of thc existence of the vocational rehabilitation program, which could be
overlooked or under-used in a consolidated generic program.

For people with severe disabilities, such as developmental disabilities, to secure and maintain
employment, an array of services and supports are needed. In the 1986 amendments to the
Rehabilitation Act, a Supported Employment authority was created especially to address this
need. Experience with the supported employment program has shown that once people with
severe disabilities have appropriate supports in the workplace, they are often model employees,
have less turnover, and have fewer absences than regular employees. Because this is a small
program serving a relatively small number of people, it is easy to see how this group of people
could be overwhelm:A or forgotten in a large, generic program.

People with disabilities are the most unemployed and underemployed group of Americans,
upward to 69 percent of working-age individuals with disabilities are not employed and desire
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to be employed (per recent Harris poll). What little
progress has been made his been quite

recent; this progress has largely been made by people with less severe disabilities as a resultof the Americans with Disabilities Act. The ADA has not yet begun to benefit people withvery severe disabilities in the area of employment.

Fmally, current employment training programs for the general population have traditionally
discriminated against individuals with disabilities in the provision of services. While people
with disabilities want access to genenc services, they do not want inferior services. Aconsolidation of all employment and training programs could guarantee to people with
disabilities access to the same mediocre services that are available to everyone else. This, for
us, is not progress toward integration of people with disabilities.

CCD suggests a two-pronged strategy for addressing the needs of individuals with disabilities in
consolidation legislation. First, mandate the preservation of separate funding to provide expertise
with regard to the service needs of individuals with disabilities, especially those services that arenot readily available in or through consolidation programs. Second, require consolidated programs
to adopt and practice specific principles that will create and expand training and employment
opportunities for individuals with disabilities.

In drafting legislation to consolidate Federal employment and training programs, CCD strongly urgesthe Committee to view programs funded through the Rehabilitation Act, especially the Title I State
Grant Program, as distinct components in any consolidation of Federal employinent and training
programs. We offer three compelling reasons for this position.

First, individuals with disabilities may need specialized services prior to taking advantage of training
or accepting employment. For example, an individual who is blind needs training in how to travel
independently and use braille or appropriate reading aids in order to access a training program.
Such assistance may not be available in a generic employment assistance program. Even if such
assistance could be arranged, it is often time consuming to identify and secure needed services,
especially when such assistance is sought outside of a centralized resource system such as the
system created within Title I oi the Rehabilitation Act.

Second, to actually participate in training opportunities or be considered for employment, an
individual with a disability may need accommodation, e.g., the redesign of how testing is done or
the restructuring of job functions. The services associated with consolidated training and
employment legislation do not anticipate or address such accommodation. (For example,
rehabilitation profevionals would be able to suggest how to modify work schedules for individuals
with chronic mental illness so that they can function as fully productive members of the work force.)

Here too, Community Rehabilitation Programs, Projects with Industry, and district offices of state
rehabilitation agencies, can provide specialized assessment services to individuals with disabilities
and determine exactly what types of services and/or accommodations would be necessary for such
individuals to be competitively employed in specific jobs and environments. If the funds available
to a state to provide these specialized services were absorbed within generic funding for training and
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employment services, individuals with disabilities would be competing with individuals who are less
costly to serve and who are more likely to secure an employment outcome quickly Moreover.
pooling of vocational rehabilitation dollars with other funds may function as an incentise for
'creaming.-

Third, if unspecialized staff in consolidated programs arc linked to rehabilitation professionals who
can answer basic questions simply and quickly, there will many opportunities fur these staff to
serve individuals with disabilities directly and in a timely manner. To do so. however, they ss ill
need access to experienced, trained rehabilitation professionals. (For example, rehabilitation
professionals would know K here to acquire adapted telephone and computer equipment that would
permit individuals who are hard of hearing or deaf to be fully product.se members of the work
force.)

With regard to other aspects of consolidation, we offer these observations. We see the current effort
to consolidate federally funded employment programs as a very positive one. We understand your
frustration with dozcns of different fcderally-funded employment training programs which hase
different eligibility requirements, target populations, and limited success. We appreciate your
concern about limited data from which to determine whether these programs are working effectively.
We know from actual expenence that opportunities have beer denied to or limited for many
individuals with disabilities in .ITPA and vocational education programs.

We consider your reform effort as an opportunity to create and foster new and expanded training
and employment oppotunities for individuals with disabilities. In the design of new consolidated
programs, we urge the Committee to direct states to demonstrate within the general operation of
their programs that the following principles are clearly evident with regard to persons with
disabilities.

Accessibility of Job Training Programs: CCD recommends that the bill require an assurance that
all vocational education, job training and employment services will be completely accessible to
individuals with physical, mental, sensory, and cognitive disabilities (e.g., physically accessible

acccss to interpreters, all information and materials being available in alternatie formats).

Presumption of Benefit: CCD recommends that the bill clearly state the fact that individuals with
disabilities, including individuals with the most severe disabilities, are presumed to be capable of
engaging in gainful employment and that the provision of individualized vocational rehabilitation
services and supports can improve their ability to become gainfully employed.

Dedicated Funding- CCD recommends that the bill provide for dedicated funding for persons with
disabilities. This shall ensure access to specialized services and supports when needed to facilitate
such individuals' full participation in job training services and equal access to employment
opportunities. CCD supports a distinct program for persons with disabilities. Further. CCD
recommends that the funds appropriated for Title I of the Rehabilitation Act be retained in Title I
and that a section in the new job consolidation or block grant bill be drafted to create the link
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between the generic job training program and the specialized job training program targeted for
people with disabilities.

Nondiscrimination: CCD recommends that the bill mandate that both generic funds and dedicated
funds be used to provide services to eligible individuals regardless of type of disability.

Outreach: CCD recommends that thc bill require an assurance that appropriate outreach
mechanisms will be utilized to inform persons with disabilities about the availability of job training
services available through generic one-stop centers as well as any Specialized, disability job training
program. This assurance must include a commitment to using appropriate technology (e.g., TDD)
to facilitate the access to and participation of individuals with disabilities (e.g., allowing people to
make initial application by phone. FAX or electronic network; having multiple entry points for the
system).

Identifiable Administrative Entity* CCD recommends that each state be required to retain an
"identifiable administrative entity" which will be responsible for the administration and oversight
of funds dedicated for individuals with disabilities. Each state should also be required to assure that
there is someone working within State government whose primary concern is job training services
for individuals with disabilities.

Collaboration and Cooperation Among Service Providers: CCD also recommends that the bill
contain specific provisions requiring collaboration and cooperation among the various agencies and
organization providing employment services in the state.

informed Choice: CCD recommends that the bill provide for the facilitation of informed choice
for individuals with disabilities in decisions regarding:

assessment methodology to identify and explore vocational options;
selection of vocational goals and objectives;
identification and selection of appropriate services and supports to accomplish vocational
goals and objectives;
identification and selection of service providers; and
involvement of family members and authorized representatives as appropriate.

Individualized Services and Supports: CCD strongly recommends that the bill provide for
individualized services and supports to ensure that individuals with disabilities have equal access
to generic and specialized services and employment assistance. Such services and supports must
include, but are not be limited to:

Accommodations: Appropriate accommodations will have to be available for individuals with
physical, mental, sensory, and cognitive disabilities. Such accommodations must include, but
not be limited to, access to information, matenals, etc. in alternate formats (e.g., braille, large
print, audio tapc, and on disk) and access to sign language interpreters.
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Assistive Technologv/Rehabilitation Engineering: In assessing the abilities and skills of
individuals with disabilities, provisions must be made to provide a broad range of assistive
technology devices and services as appropriate to accommodate functional limitations of such
individuals. Such provisions are necessary because some people with disabilities will need
assistive technology during all phases of service provision, including vocational assessments.
In some cases, an assessment at an actual work site will be necessary to determine what
accommodations are needed.

Personal Assistance Services. Provisions must be included to ensure that individuals who need
personal assistance services will receive such services to ensure their meaningful participation
in job training services and equal access to employment opportunities.

Post-Employment Services. Follow-up and post-employment services must be available to
properly serve persons with disabilities and to promote long-term job retention.

Access to Appropriate Dearets of Individualized Assistance: There are a number of options for
providing individualized assistance for persons with disabilities which would address the basic
principles that CCD has enumerated in testimony. Among these. CCD's first choice would be a
mandate that individuals with disabilities have access to the same type and amount of services that
a one-stop center offers to other individuals. If the individual with i.-disability requests and needs
additional or different services to achieve an employment goal, specialized services, and their costs,
will be in addition to the maximum amount that can be utilized by the individual under the generic
system. The bill should further require that access to additional or different services include the
availability of individuals and entities with expertise and certification or accreditation in vocational
rehabilitation. The bill should specify that individuals with a disabilities who request an
individualized employment assistance plan to achieve an identified employment outcome must
actively participate in the development of such plan. (It is assumed that such an opportunity would
be requested most frequently when an individual requests and needs additional or different services
connected to long-term planning.)

Ouslified Staff: CCD recommends that states assure that qualified staff who are sensitive and
trained to identify the needs of individuals with a wide range of disabilities are available to secure
appropriate assessment, training, and employment services.

Disability Awareness: CCD believes that staff in generic one-stop job services centers
must have basic disability awareness training on the various service and supports often
needed to place individuals with disabilities, especially individuals with severe disabilities,
in competitive employment.

Knowledge of State Resources: CCD believes that staff in generic one-stop job services
centers must have access to up-to-date information on the agencies and organizations within
the state which provide services and supports for individuals with disabilities.
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RIehts Protections* Since individuals with disabilities are often more vulnerable to rights
violations, CCD believes that some mechanism to protect the rights of individuals with disabilities
seeking job training services must have to be available to ensure equal access to both generic and
specialized services and supports. The legislation should reference the protections afforded under
Title I of the Rehabilitation Act and ensure that those protections are affordcd to any individual with
a disability seeking services through thc generic or specialized job training system.

System Accountability: CCD recommends that responsibility should be shared and deliniated
within the generic job training program and any disability-related job training program. Such areas
of responsibility should include, but are not limited so:

data collection and reporting
information on job accommodations
placement services
initial assessment of service needs
job development activities
services coordination

Transitioning Students: CCD recommends that the bill require assurance that the needs of students
transitioning from Special Education to job training and employment will be considered and
accommodated and that existing linkages between Special Education and transition services be
maintaincd.

Transition: Current Rehabilitation Act programs and regulations would be retained until a state (or
states) submit acceptable plans to transition to whatever new program is adopted by Congress.

Program and Provider Standards. and Performance Indicators: An identifiable set of standards
and indicators must be developed to ensure that federal monies targeted for job training and
employment services are actually used to assist those individuals in overcoming barriers to
employment. CCD proposes the following program and provider standar& and performance
indicators for federal job training programs:

Outcome Standards and Indicators for Federal job Training Programs

Program Standards

Standard The primary objective of federally funded job training programs ....ha!! be to assist
individuals, including persons with disabilities, in overcoming barriers to empli-**,,,em. The
activities carried out by these programs shall support the accomplishment of this c.

Standard 2: Federally funded job training programs shall, based on each indiyidi is.
serve individuals with barriers that impair their capacity to obtain and riam
employment.
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Standard 3. Federal funds shall be uscd to achieve the programs primary objective in the most cost
effective manner possible.

Standard 4: States and localities must afford the private sector meaningful opportunities to provide
policy guidance and assistance in the administration and implementation of the program.

Standard 5: Working relationships, including partnerships, shall be established with agencies and
organizations to expand the programs' capacity to meet their objectives.

Provider Standards

Organizations eligible to provide services funded by federal job training funds must either:

Be certified by an appropriate state agency;
Meet recognized and Appropriate accreditation standards; or
Have met established federal standards and indicators for providing job training or
placement services.

Indicators of Successful Compliance with Standards

The performance indicators implement program standards by establishing minimum levels and
ranges in essential program areas to measure the effectiveness of individual state programs. Each
compliance indicator will also establish performance ranges. Compliance indicators will be
established in at least the following categories:

Percent of closures with employment outcomes compared to numbers served (different
performance levels may need to be developed for distinct groups such as persons with
disabilities).
Increase in an individual's income resulting from program services (different performance
levels may be developed for distinct groups such as persons with disabilities). Other
factors could include the level of fringe benefits and amount of time worked (to account
for part-time and seasonal employment).
Retention of employment status.
Reduction in reliance on public support including state and federal programs.

In summary. the CCD Employment and Training Task Force fears that individuals with disabilities
will be lost within a generic service delivery system unless the two-pronged approach outlined in
our testimony is adopted. With the unemployment rate for individuals with disabilities who are of
working age being 69 percent (according to a recent Harris Poll), the CCD Employment and
Training Task Force feels strongly that Congress would be remiss in supporting the creation of any
system that allows the reduction of federal and/or state funds targeted for training and employment
assistance for individuals with disabilities. Even with the current level of funding, the State
Vocational Rehabilitation Program can only serve one twentieth of the people who would be eligible
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for such services. Increased funding targeted for individuals with disabilities is what is needed. not
decreased funding.

It has long been recognized that having a job -- a job that allows an individual to make maximum
use of his or her skills and talents contributes to how the person and society define the
individual's worth. Individuals with disabilities welcome and are excited about the new
opportunities that thc House efforts represent -- easier and simpler access to training, job market
data, and employment prospects. That's good news for everyone -- youth looking for their first job,
parents returning to work, people looking for a career change, individuals affected by downsizing,
and people looking for advancement, and especially two groups of people with disabilities, people
with emerging disabilities who wish to maintain their employment, and people with lifelong
disabilities who have never been employed. During deliberations, please remember that individuals
with disabilities are represented in each of these categories.

CCD is very interested in the current effort to consolidate federally funded employment programs
and would bc more than willing to provide consultant advice concerning issues surrounding the
employment of persons with disabilities. If you have any questions, need any additional
information, or wish to schedule a meeting with representatives from the CCD Employment and
Training Task Force, please feel free to contact the following Co-chairs: Sallie Rhodes
(202-408-9514), Jack Duncan (202-333-5841), or Charles Harles (202-543-6353).

respectfully request that my entire statement be entered into the hearing rccord.

Thank you.

Signed:

American Association of University Affiliated Programs
American Horticulture Therapy Association
American Network of Community Options and Resources
American Rehabilitation Association
Epilpsey Foundation of America
Goodwill Industries International
Hellen Keller National Center
International Association of Business Industry, and Rehabilitation
Learning Disabilities Association
National Association of Protection and Advocacy Systems
National Center for Learning Disabilities
National Easter Seals Society
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Chairman MCKE0N. Thank you very much.
Mr. Serraglio.

STATEMENT OF SAM SERRAGLIO, COMMISSIONER, KENTUCKY
DEPARTMENT OF VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION

Mr. SERRAGLIO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, Members of the committee, I am Sam Serraglio,

Commissioner of the Department of Vocational Rehabilitation in
the Kentucky Workforce Development Cabinet. I am here today
representing the State of Kentucky.

I am happy to be here this morning to discuss Kentucky's suc-
cesses with one-stop centers under the current Rehabilitation Act
authorities.

I am also here to discuss a deep concern we have about block
g Anting the vocational rehabilitation program and our rec-
ommendations relating to collaborative efforts for causing and in-
creasing positive employment outcomes for persons with disabil-
ities.

The State-Federal Vocational Rehabilitation Program is an equal
partner in the Workforce Development Cabinet in Kentucky. This
equal status is possible under the existing Rehabilitation Act. The
current State-Federal Vocational Rehabilitation Program is such
that it promotes linkages, partnerships, and collaboration, all mov-
ing toward a person with a disability being in a real job in the Om-
munity with appropriate benefits and promotional opportunities.

As you are aware, the Vocational Rehabilitation Program is more
than just a job referral or job search program. It is more than just
simply job training, and this is the crucial distinction. Because
while many individuals need little more than job training and a
helpful boost in the job market, a large majority need more assist-
ance, guidance, encouragement, and specialized services, such as
voice activated computers, personal care assistance, mobility in-
struction, and job coaches, before they can become independent.

That is why people with disabilities have not traditionally been
successful in accessing job training and employment programs
without the special expertise of qualified rehabilitation profes-
sionals.

In Louisville some years ago, an energetic group of service pro-
viders, including the vocational rehabilitation staff, decided to
change the system to benefit not only people with disabilities, but
also others who traditionally were not served. Thus Job Link in
Louisville was born.

It was conceptualized in order to introduce two new phenomena,
one being an aggressive, a very aggressive, intervention into the
job placement process; and, two, a collaboration of service providers
under one roof to bring about this intervention.

The Kentucky Department of Vocational Rehabilitation was a
collaborative player on two fronts, one within the disability commu-
nity and one within the training and employment community.

Job Link presented to us an opportunity to give our customers,
those individuals with disabilities, opportunities from other service
providers which would have been extremely difficult, if not impos-
sible, for them to access and for us to provide a customized, holistic
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approach as opposed to a fragmented approach to the needs of any
one customer.

The successful results have been increased consumer/customer
satisfaction and expanded and enhanced private sector support and
cooperation. Kentuckians with disabilities enter productivity more
quickly, pay taxes earlier, and provide tremendous positive return
on the investment.

Further, the Kentucky vocational rehabilitation professionals
working in the one-stop environment are able to provide technical
assistance to other job program staff, enabling individuals with
moderate to mild disabilities to be served by these other programs.

So, in other words, when a person with a disability enters the
door of our one-stop center, they come in the same door as everyone
else. The one-stop center is able to provide that individual with all
of the needed services that will result in a job in the community
only because we have that qualified vocational rehabilitation coun-
selor on staff. Without that person, the person with the disability
would more than likely go unserved in traditional employment and
training programs.

Essentially, the Vocational Rehabilitation Program is currently a
one-stop shop for persons with disabilities. This has been made
possible due to the fact that the State-Federal Vocational Rehabili-
tation Program, through the Rehabilitation Act Amendments of
1992, requires collaboration among and between any number of
public and private programs, including Manpower, State employ-
ment offices, and vocational and technical education, to achieve em-
ployment outcomes for persons with disabilities.

Therefore, we oppose block granting of the Vocational Rehabilita-
tion Program. The Vocational Rehabilitation Program is the only
jobs training program that includes an eligibility criteria requiring
the presence of a physical or mental disability. To adequate meet
the needs of individuals with disabilities requires a well trained
staff, capable of offering a wide array of the often specialized serv-
ices. Consolidation with other job training programs would endan-
ger this vital specialized ability and thereby endanger the future
productivity of persons with diLabilities.

Vocational rehabilitation is a full partner in our one-stop center.
We are a full partner in the one-stop center because of our separate
funding stream. We are a full partner because we are a job training
and job placement organization. We are a full partner because we
bring the expertise in disability and an array of available special-
ized services. We are a full partner because we view employers as
one of our valued customers, and we provide those employers job
analysis, training for first line supervisors, and human resource de-
velopment support.

We are a full partner because we produce positive employment
outcomes for Kentuckians with disabilities. The benefits have been
tremendous to our customers through the overall collaborative ef-
fort of other State and Federal agehcies and, again, through our re-
lationships with the private sector.

Again, let me reemphasize that all of this has been accomplished
under the current system. So why are we considering tampering
with something th at. is already working, and working for a popu-
lation in this country who have not had a level playing field for
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many, many years, and working because we are capable of having
collaborative partnerships with other programs?

It is not necessary to block grant the Vocational Rehabilitation
Program. The fear is that persons with disabilities, especially those
with the most severe disabilities, will lose the level playing ground
that we have all worked so hard to achieve.

In closing
Chairman McKE0N. Mr. Serraglio, are you about wrapping up?
Mr. SERRAGLIO. Yes, sir. I am sorry.
In closing, persons with disabilities can work, but they often

have greater barriers to employment than other people, barriers
that other systems are not designed to address, nor in my experi:
ence do these systems appear committed to address.

My State, like this Congress, is committed to getting individual3
with severe disabilities into the work force. We believe the current
system, with the help of the 1992 amendments to the Rehobilita-
tion Act, has enabled us to create a collaborative model which we
know works.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Serraglio follows:J
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Kr. Chairman and members of tn. ammattee:

I am Sam Serraglio, Commissioner, Department of vocational

Rehabilitation, Kentucky Workforce Development Cabinet. I am happy

to be here this morning to discuss Kentucky's success with one stop

centers under tha cUrrent authorities Of the 1271 Rehabilitation

Act, our deep concern about block granting the vocational

rehabilitation program, and our recoumendations related to

collaboretive efforts for causing and increasing positive

employment outcoses for persons with disabilities.

The CoMmonWealth Of Kentucky decided in l990 to aggressively

address the workforce training needs of all of its citizens. The

Governor and the Kentucky General Assembly felt so strongly about

this overriding need that they collaborated to create a Cabinet

level arm of the Executive Breda to achieve a capable Workforce

for the next century. The State Federal Vocational Rehabilitation

Program ie an equal partner in the Workforce Development Cabinet.

This eqUal Status iS possible under the existing Rehabilitation

Act. The current state federal vocational rehabilitation program

is much that it promotes linkages, partnerships and collaboration--

all moving toward a person with a disability being in a real job in

the community with appropriate benefits and promotional

opportunities.

tirc, 0 itx,,L
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as you know, the vocational rehabilitation
program is more than

just a job referral or job search prOgram. It is more than simply

job training. knd, this is a crucial distinction.

Because, while many individuals need little sore than job training

and a helpful boost Into the job market, a large majority need more

assistance, guidance, encouragement, and specialized services

before they can become independent.

That is why, people With disabilities have not traditionally been

successful in accessing job training and emPloYient programs

without the special expertise of qualified rehabilitation

Professionals.

In Louisville, some years ago, an energetic group of service

providersincluding vocational rehabilitation staffdecided to

change the system to benefit not only people with disabilities, but

also, others who traditionally Were not Served.

aob Link was born. Job Link was conceptualized in order to

introduce two new pbenomoness:

1) nit aggressive intervention into the job placement process;

and

2) A collaboration of service providers under one :c.o.f to

bring about this intervention.
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The Yentucky Department of Vocational Rehabilitation was a

collaborative player on two fronts:

1) within ths disability community, and

2) within the training and employsent community.

3ob Link prasented to us an opportunity to:

1) give our customers, individuals witn disabilities,

opportunities from other services providars which would

have been extrenely difficult, if not impossible, for

them to acceSS, and,

2) provide a cUstomi2ed holistic approach as opposed to a

fraguented approach to the needs of any 0310 CUstOaer.

The suocaostul results are;

1) Increased consumer/customer satisfaction;

2) Rupanded and enhanced private sector support and

cooperation,

3
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3) Xentuckians with disabilities enter produotivity more

quickly, pay taxes earlier and provide tremendous positive

return on investsent, and

4) Kentucky Vocational Rehabilitation professionals working in

the one-stop environsent are able to provide technioAl

assistance to other job program staff, enabling individuals

with soderata to mild disabilities to be served by those

other programs.

Additional benefits include an increase in cooperation, a reduction

in duplication, and shared human resources.

in other words, when a person with disability falters the door of

our One Stop Canter, they coma in the same door as everyone else.

Tn. One Stop Center iS able to provide that individual with all of

the needed services that will result in a job in the °community only

because we have a qualified vocatiowil rehabilitation counselor on

staff. Without that staff person, the person with a disability

would sore than likely go uneerved in traditional eSPloiment And

training programs.

Resentially, the Vocational Rehabilitation PrOgrali iS a One stop

shop for persons wit- uisabilities currently. This has been made

possible due to the fact that the state/federal vocational

rehabilitation program encourages collaboration asong and between

4
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any number of public and privata programa to achieve employment

outcomes for person with disabilities. Therefore, wsonoose blAcis

The vocational rehabilitation promras is the only jobs training

program that includes an eligibility criteria requiring the

presence of a physical or mental disability. To adequately meet

the needs of individuals With disabilities requires a well-trained

staff capable of offering a wide array of often specialized

services.

Consolidation with other job training programs would endanger this

vital specialised ability, and, thereby, endanger the future

productivity of persona with disabilities and. ultimately the

country.

Vocational Rehabilitation is a full partner in onr ons stop canter.

We are a rull pertner because of c-r separate funding stream. Me

are a full partner because we are a job training and job placement

organisation. we are A full partner because we bring expertise in

disability and an array of available specialized services. We are

a full partner becauee we produce positive employment outcomes for

Kentuckians with disabilities. The benefits have been tremendous

to our customers, to our relationships with the private sector, and

to tb* overall collaborative effort among other state and federal

agencies.

5
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Let me re-emphasize that all of this has been accomplished under

the current sytem. So, why are we considering tampering with

something that is already working -- and working for a population

in this country who have not had a level playing field -- and,

working because wears capable ofhaving collaborative partnerships

with other prograas. It is not necessary to block grant the

vocational rehabilitation program. The fear is that persons with

disabilities, especially those with the most severe disabilities,

will lose the level piaying'ground that we all have worked so hard

to achieve.

Li closing, persons with dieabilities can work, but they often have

greater barriers to erployment than other people -- harriers that

other systems are not designed to address, nor, in my experience do

these systems appear committed to addressing.

Thank you for realising that state Vocational Rehabilitation

Agencies mint be at the table when Manpower Consolidation is

discUssed in order to ensure that persons with disabilities have

*proved access to job training and employmett programs while

receiving the specialised services so essential to their pursuit,

like you and me, of the American dream.

We know that the currant rehabilitation legislation allows es to be

par% of the Manpower Consolidation Program. we must protect the

6
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integrity of the vocational rehabilitation program funds in order

to ensure that the special needs of persons with disabilities are

met.

My Stat., 1ilte thiS Congress, is committed to getting individuals

with severe disabilities into the workforce. We believe the

current systea, with the help of the 1992 amendments to the

ACt, has enabled us to create a collaborative model

which we know works.

Thank you.

7
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Chairman MCKE0N. Thank you very much.
One thing I think we need to point out is that in the bill that

we have put in that we are working toward, we are looking at 80
Federal programs, blocking them down to four programs, and voca-
tional rehabilitation would remain as one of those four programs.
So it would be a separate program.

Mr. Williams.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you.
Thanks to each of you for your good counsel today.
Let me, Mr. Chairman, begin with what I think has driven the

Congress for a quarter of a century with regard to vocational reha-
bilitation. There are some hard facts in life, and among them are
that some people by birth or accident, happenstance have a condi-
tion that prevails which requires them to work a lot harder than
the rest of us just to stay even; requires them to have a lot more
patience than the rest of us just to get by; requires them to practice
more, put in longer days, to suffer longer than the rest of us suffer.

Another fact, one of the tests of this Nation's greatness is wheth-
er or not the people who will reach a hand, a collective hand, to
help those who work harder, who suffer longer than do the rest of
us so that we can all have an equal opportunity for success as the
Constitution promises.

That is sort of a grand way of putting it, but vocational rehabili-
tation is one of the mechanisms in America that this country uses
to demonstrate its greatness, and as we move to change vocational
rehabilitation we just need to be very, very careful that we do not
diminish this Nation's greatness.

Will block grants diminish the Nation's greatness in that way?
Well, I do not know, but we have got to be very, very careful as
we think about moving to them.

Let me ask any of you at the witness table who care to respond
to this idea of block grants, and what I am wondering here is does
the system work well enough now that you do not want to take the
chance on block grants. What I want to know is would your State
deal with the various problems that folks in your State have if we
gave them the money and the flexibility under the block grants.

Mr. Young, do you want to take a run at it?
Mr. YOUNG. Thank you.
There are many good things about vocational rehabilitation in

our country now. There are some things that need to be changed.
There are still way too many people with disabilities who are not
working. There are still too many who do not have the support
services they need in order to work.

While we have got a good basic system, there are things that
could be done better in some States. There are things that could
be done differently in some States. We could bring the private sec-
tor into this process much more effectively.

Under block grants some States would do that very well; some
States would do that very poorly. I think if you do go to block
grants, it is imperative that you put out national outcome stand-
ards and expectations that everybody must meet. If you do that,
then we will hold the States and agencies and private providers ac-
countable if they do not meet these national outcome standards.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. Kemp?
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Mr. KEMP. I think I agree with Mr. Young. There are lots of ex-
amples in our State that block granting the dollars to the State
could be problematic, especially if the dollars are pooled in with all
other training program d.ollars.

Now, as you have stated, it is one of four programs, and so there
will be distinct function for persons with disabilities.

I think the most important thing that the strategy needs to en-
compass that we use is that the private sector can get involved. In
the current vocational rehabilitation system, it is very difficult, I
think, for the private sector to gain access.

We have done some innovative things, I think, in our State with
DVR to try to overcome this, but they are in the form of dem-
onstration projects, things like that that show new and innovative
concepts. In our State we have a Workforce Training Program that
brought dollars in, $32 million, for the express purpose of getting
people back to work. That program, when administered by the
State, $32 million went to the community college system in our
State, and $40,000 went to the 175 private institutions that do this
kind of work

I know you cannot legislate for one State in doing Federal legis-
lation, but I am very convinced that whatever legislation has to
have some direction to the States in terms of getting the private
sector involved.

Mr. WILLIAms. Thank you.
Perhaps we will have a second round of questioning, and I will

take additional time at that time and perhaps others of you on the
panel would want to respond to that question.

Chair Man MCKEON. Mr. Roemer.
Mr. ROEMER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have a couple of questions that I would like to ask, but first

of all, I would just ask the Chairman if I could submit a unanimous
consent for the National Council on Independent Living, to include
some statements from them in the record.

Chairman MCKEON. Without objection.
Mr. ROEMER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The c,repared statement of the National Council on Independent

Living fol1ows:1
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THE NATIONAL COUNCIL ON INDEPENDENT LIVING (NCH-)

POSITION
ON

EMPLOYMENT CONSOLIDATION PROGRAMS

INTRODUCTION

The National Council on Independent Living (NCIL) is a national membership
organization comprised of centers for independent living, persons with
disabilities, independent living advocates, and organizations supporting the
principles of independent living.

NCIL was founded in 1982 by a group of directors of centers for independent
living and their supporters for the purpose of advocating for improved national
policies affecting all persons with disabilities. These policies include housing,
transportation, personal assistance, air travel, communication, architectural
accessibility, and, most particularly, reform of the federal and state vocational
rehabilitation systems.

NCIL has been an active grassroots organizer, advocating for passage of the
Fair Housing Amendments Act, the Air Carriers Access Act, the Civil Rights
Restoration Act, the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), and most
recently, the Rehabilitation Act Amendments of 1992. NCIL's position on the
reauthorization of the Rehabilitation Act demonstrated its continued
commitment to placing the authority over disability-related programming into
the hands of persons with disabilities.

The center for independent living network itself has experienced strong growth
in recent years. Since the first federal funding for centers was appropriated in
1979, the number of centers has increased from the original 10 to over 300
federally and state funded centers meeting fixed standards of performance.
Today, many view the independent living movement and its centers as the
operating arm of the disability rights movement.

Working from a premise that society, not people with disabilities, needs to be
fixed, independent living advocates have demanded that people with disabilities
have control over both the options and methods which bring them the greatest



Consequently, surveys and reports consistently demonstrate that 70 to SO
percent of persons with disabilities are unemployed. In fact, recent statistical
data show that unemployment among men and women with disabilities who are
actively seeking employment has increased 3 and 5 percent respectively. Many
advocates w ho were active in securing passage of the Americans with
Disabilities Act of 1990 are frustrated. If the laws necessary for integration are
there, why hasn't change occurred? Why are more people with disabilities
unemployed now than before the ADA was law?

INDEPENDENT LIVING VALUES

NCIL believes that there are certain 13:sic values which must be incorporated
into any system that promotes integra..ion of persons with disabilities into the
mainstream of society. These values must include the following:

CONSUMER CONTROL: NCIL defines consumer control as vesting
power and authority in consumers of a particular program or service. In
a consumer-controlled orga,tization, the planning and decision-making
staff reflect the population eligible to receive services with regard to
disability, ethnicity, and ()Vier characteristics.

THEREFORE, with regard to individuals, a consumer-controlled
organization assumes that the individual knows best what he or she
needs or wants, and that must include vocational rehabilitation services.

CROSS-DISABILITY: The issues that persons with disabilities have in
common override the issues that mark their differences. Single disability
programs usurp the strength of the disability community and drive a
wedge into efforts to advance disability issues.

THEREFORE, a responsive rehabilitation program would eliminate
single disability programs in favor of an integrated approach. This
integration will serve as a first step toward the full consolidation of
persons with disabilities into federal employment programs.

3. EQUAL ACCESS: People with disabilities should have the same
opportunities as other persons to participate in training and job

3
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disabilities as a key piece of long-term planning; and

:eeping access to technology an absolute necessity in order for
persons v.ith disabilities to sustain a career and independent

Also pointed out at the summit, were many of the pitfalls which inhibit full
integration in America's work force. Among these are time-limited access to
services and supports, complex and unnecessary eligibility determination
orocesses, and statutory language and regulations which are the hallmarks of
traditional vocational rehabilitation and stand in the way of the values
promoted at the meeting.

Although a significant portion of meeting participants called for a complete
rejection of vocational rehabilitation as set forth in the Rehabilitation Act,
oerall recommendations did not call for a disbanding of the program.
Instead, it made recommendations for substantive change.

RECOMMENDATIONS

As the disability community began preparing for the reauthorization of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1992, NCIL made its recommendations as well. The first
of these recommendations was that Congress establish a commission to study
major reform of the entire Act. This commission, to be composed of a
majority of persons with disabilities, would study the Act over a three-year
period in order to develop a detailed plan for change and reform.

This recommendation of a commission remains the centerpiece of our general
recommendations for a smooth transiticn to a fully integrated employment
program:

1. National Rehabilitation Commission: In response to the
recommendations of NCIL and other disability advocates, Congress
outlined a structure and responsibilities for a National Rehabilitation
Commission. The commission's mission to study programs funded
through the Rehabilitation Act and to make recommendations for
substantive changes, is set out in Title VIII of the Rehabilitation Act.

G

5
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s;:ecifica:ly :or persons w ith disabilities and i'unded :hrough :he

Reha::a:lon Act. must take steps toward full internal integrat on.
NCIL :eci---triends elimination of the costly. separate and unequal kiln,'

Ser.,:es nnerams which are currently funded through the Act. Created

man years ag,.) when persons who are blind were among those with the

"..T.Jr.t disabilities served under t'ne Act, these programs are

:tow ar..-h.iic and unnecessary, emphasizing differences rather than

,im:larhies among persons with significant integration

America's work force is impossible until such programmatic
di.tInctions are discontinued and all persons with disabilities are treated

se: adcording to indisidual need.

n. \ational Coun -I on Disability: NCIL recommends that fundine for the

Nat:ona: Cour..:ii on Disability be continued and increased. 'the NCD

s ::-.e sine:e zovernment agency with the mission of oserseeing
:mp:ementation of the programs affecting the lives of citizens ss ith

disa''t'es, including the Rehabilitation Act and of assurino :hat the

standards and spirit of the Americans with Disabilities Act (DA) are

carr:ed into rehabilitation programs. In addition, subsequent to the
report of the National Rehabilitation Commission, it will be necessary

for the NCD to oversee the implementation of the commission's

recommendations.

NPECIF1C OUTCOMES EXPECTED

the National Co.uncil on Independent Living recommends that Congress -

regardless of the outcome of the debate on whether or nut to shift vocational

rehabilitation into a consolidated emplo!,Tnent program using federal funds -

support consumer control, a cross-disability orientation, and equal access. An

integration of these salues into whatever program is developed would result in

the follossing:

!. uner Control

Persons with disabilities make up a maiorny of all decision-mak:rig
l-odies which oversee programs designed specifically for persons
ss ith disabilities.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

93-391 95 3
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Lifelong access to open technology-based resources are assured.

IMPACT OF SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS ON THE REHABILITATION ACT

In the es ent that Nocational rehabilitation programs remain under the
Rehabilitation .Act. NCIL recommends several changes which w ill be necessary
in order to integrate the values outlined above into the current system.
Minimally, they would include the following:

I. Require consumer control of the Research Advisory Council, National
Council on Disability, and Business Advisory Councils.

2. Grant sign-off authority to the statewide rehabilitation advisory councils
for the planning and oversight of the state plan under Title I.

3. Implement a voucher system for consumers receiving services under Title

4. Mandate consumer control into the peer review and contract compliance
processes.

Integrate funding for the blind services agency into state-directed
vocational rehabilitation programs.

6. Expand Title VII, Chapter 2 pr ,grams to include services pro .. ided by
consumer-controlled organizations to all older persons with disabilities.

7. Eliminate or redirect all other disability-specific programs. making
existing funding available through innovation and expansion or
demonstration grants which are time-limited in nature.

S. Simplify existing eligibility determination processes to reduce costly and
unnecessary assessments.

9. Eliminate mandatory individual planning systems which 3re often costly.
time-consuming, and promote dependence rather than independence.

9
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In addition. NCR_ recommends that each state lpe required to report
disahtlity-specf:c data sshich ssould indicate the les el to sshich persons ssith
significant disa6:lities are participating in employment consolidation programs
and that specifio triggers be placed in such legislation that ssould require
change: sshich ssould correct deficiencies. if necessary.

SUMMARY

The National Council on Independent Living (NCIL) fully supports the
integration of persons with disabilities into the mainstream work force of
America. NCIL recommends a transitional approach sshich \sill immediately
make significant changes in the current rehabilitation program. sshile at the
same time force step-by-step, substantive changes in vocational rehabilitation
and support :en:ices programs. Whether Congress moves toward an
integrated. concolidated employment program cr determines that persons %kith
disabilities are best assisted through the current Rehabilitation Act, NCIL
recommends that Congress mandate policies and activities which demonstrate
the values of consumer control, cross-disability, and equal access.

For more information about NCIL and NCIL's position related to employment
consolidation, contact:

Date: M Arch 22, 1995

National Council on Inuependent Lis ing
2111 Wilson Boulevard, Suite 405
Arlington, VA 22201
(703) 525-3406 (V)
(703) 525-3407 (TTY)
(703) 525-3409 (FAX)

11
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Mr. ROEMER. I guess a part of my concern is about how we block
grant this particular proposal on vocational rehabilitation. I am
somewhat better informed by the Chairman's statement this morn-
ing saying that vocational rehabilitation will be a separate block
grant, will not be put together with a host of other programs, hav-
ing to compete for funds within a block grant.

But I guess I would have some additional questions about the
impact of that in terms of whether or not there might be a transfer
authority within the block grant. We with the nutrition program
that just went through the House for children's lunch and break-
fast programs, there was an authority given to the governors where
they could transfer up to 20 percent of the funds from that nutri-
tional program, and that would be a question I would have. Will
that be included in this block grant?

Additionally, we have seen comments from the chairman of the
Budget Committee saying that he might cut up to $5 billion in sav-
ings from the training and education programs over the next five
years in order to move toward a balanced budget. I would be con-
cerned whether or not that will have an impact on the funding
level of the Appropriations Committee on these particular pro-
grams.

My ten o'clock appointment is in my office.
I Laughter. I
Mr. ROEMER. So those would be very, very important concerns

that I might have. You know, we can address that in this commit-
tee at the appropriate time and to the chairman at the appropriate
time, but I share a concern that the Chairman of this committee
has expressed very, very eloquently over the years.

Mr. Goodling has said when it has come to the IDEA Program,
which is the Individuals with Disabilities and Education Act, that
we had good intentions to help disabled and people in school with
mainstrear :ing those people, helping people at an early level rather
than waiting for them to get the services later on, and that has
only been funded at about 8 or 10 percent. Mr. Goodling cites very,
very articulately what kind of unfunded mandate that has been,
and we do not want this program experiencing a shortage of funds.

I guess my question first of all to Mr. Serraglio of the State of
Kentucky would be: what flexibility do State governments now
have in locating and administering their vocational i.ehabilitation
programs; and, secondly, is your vocational rehabilitation program
currently testing?

Mr. SERRAGLIO. The States have a tremendous amount of flexi-
bility in 'he application of the State-Federal Vocational Rehabilita-
tion Program. It is almost why we call it the State-Federal Voca-
tional Rehabilitation Program. It has been a partnership for so
many years.

The funds are granted to the States, and we do develop a plan
to expend those funds. There is plenty of flexibility given to us.
Probably the most difficult parts on the delivery of services, often
the barriers come at the State level. The Federal level has a lot of
processes, but I do know that the Rehabilitation Services Adminis-
tration has been working with the State diligently over the last few
years on the elimination of a lot of these processes so that we could
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work more with outcomes. Even the new Act amendments achieve
that.

The things like State personnel systems, prc airements at the
State level, I would like for us to work more on those because they
do present some barriers, as I said. So we have a lot of flexibility
right now in the partnership.

Your second question, we have not tested the voucher system.
Mr. ROEMER. Is that something you want to do?
Mr. SERRAGLIO. No, we do not.
Mr. ROEMER. You do not choose to exercise that?
Mr. SERRAGLIO. Right. We believe the floor would become the

ceiling. We also wonder about what kind of quality services service
providers would be giving us, given our persons with disabilities
when we put a straight line voucner.

Mr. ROEMER. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MCKEON. Thank you.
As we mentioned before, we probably will need to come up with

a glossary of terms, and we need to define what those terms
means. Does a block grant mean the same to each of you? Does
voucher mean the same to each of you?

I believe during this process, we really need to do that.
Mr. Riggs.
Mr. RIGGS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Good morning to the witnesses. I apologize for being a little late

and missing your opening statements.
I would like to focus on a couple of issues. One is how we can

achieve some cost savings in this area of consolidation and stream-
lining effort of 163 Federal job training programs, trying to not
only achieve some efficiencies of scale, but also, generate adminis-
trative cost savings applied to our long-range deficit reduction.

Then I would like to also focus in on the infrastructure and serv-
icing question because I know in California under the Job Training
Partnership Act we have now essentially two umbrella organiza-
tions, and there is some coordination between the two, but I ques-
tion whether or not we have to have two separate policy advisory
groups.

For example, we have the California Job Training Coordinating
Council, which is making policy decisions with respect to expendi-
ture of JTPA funds and overseeing the service delivery areas of the
State, and then we have sort of a sister organization over here
that's called the Governor's Committee for Employment of Disabled
Persons, and it is focused more on obviously employment of people
with disabilities.

I am questioning the need for th.ose two separate, umbrella over-
sight boards or commissions. Would any of you have an opinion
with respect to what kind of policy oversight we need at the State
level, but how we can also drive funds down to the local level and
maximize local control?

It is my understanding that currently the decision regarding
service providers and the expenditure, the actual design of training
programs often is retained at the State level.

So that's kind of a ramoling, open-ended question. Let me stop
there and ask you again about how we can achieve cost savings

U
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and drive policy decisions down to the local level, while at the same
time maximizing control at the local level for the design and deliv-
ery of programs.

Who would like to respond to that?
Mr. Kemp, we are told that the State vocational rehabilitation

system spends about 10 percent on administration, 35 percent on
counseling, and 50 percent on purchased services, and I would like
to know what the percentages are for your organization and your
response.

Mr. KEMP. Well, I think there is one thing I would like to ad-
dress, and that is the concept of cost savings. I think it is impor-
tant to realize for the country that cost savings to this country
come in getting people off of subsidies and off of programs and back
into the work force. Right now the system needs capacity building
to be able to serve the number of people that exist that need serv-
ices.

I think that the long term for the country, the greater savings
come in any administrative savings having those dollars go directly
towards participant services that will then take more people and
put them back into the work force, and I think if you look at the
kinds of cost savings that are available there, that is where you are
going to get your long-term cost savings in the country.

The country, it is estimated, spends over $200 billion a year in
programs for people with disabilities. Those programs are not
training programs that are causing that burden. Those programs
are other programs, and I think by getting people independence,
you are ,then going to reduce the need for that kind of dollar ex-
penditure in this country.

In terms of DVR in our State and Title I funds, during the past
calendar year we had 43 students that were provided to us through
the State VR system. That is out of about 120 students that we
serve at our institution. We receive from DVR for those 43 students
$63,610.49. That is less than $1,500 per student.

Now, the cost of our program in the private sector is about
$6,000 that we advertise as tuition for a one-year program. You
have to remember that savings can be a lot of different things. Our
programs are one year long, lout yo get a two-year Associate's de-
gree, which means that after one year a person gets into a job.
They save one year of being on subsidies.

We raise the rest of those dollars from the private sector that it
costs to administer our program through donations, through other
fundraising, and some of the dollars come to us from students who
get student loans, PEL grants, Washington State needs grants,
those types of things.

After all first dollar resources are exercised, at least for the past
calendar year it was less than $1,500 per person that came to us
through the VR system.

Mr. YOUNG. I just have a comment about administrative stream-
lining and simplification, particularly in the area of policy decision
making. We have found that boards who do not have significant or
substantial representation by persons with disability on them do
not make good disability policy. If you are going to consolidate two
policymaking boards and administrative structures to save money,
first of all, insure that there is substantial representation of per-
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sons with disabilities who can tell you just exactly what needs to
happen.

Second of all, I agree here. Do not save a few dollars in adminis-
trative costs in the job training prograin that way. Your big savings
are in the SSDI Program and the SSI Program, getting people off
cash assistance and into the work place.

As far as driving policy decisions and program decisions down to
the local level, we have a concept called informed choice where
every individual who goes into a job training program is given the
information needed to make decisions on what is best for their par-
ticular skills, abilities, and job interests. That more than anything
else will drive the market, the policy direction, by bringing in those
providers who do the best work, provide the best services, and who
get people jobs and keep them in jobs, and that is the best way to
make your decision making, drive it to the local level as far down
as possible.

Mr. RIGGS. Those are helpful comments, Mr. Young. I appreciate
it.

Chairman McKEON. We are over time, but Mr. Hall has a com-
ment on that.

Mr. HAI.I.. I am not sure in the broad sense of it that there is
savings to be had without it impacting on people with disabilities
actually, although I am clear that we could improve in many ways
what we now do. I think we can do it by increasing the involve-
ment of people with disabilities in their own future as much as we
can, by not spending enormous amounts of money up front in the
eligibility and evaluation processes, but depending more on self-as-
sessment, and by paying for services that are to some degree
known and researched on the part of people with disabilities them-
selves, and I am sure there are many, many other ways that we
could change, you know, the equation, but for the life of me I do
not really get the great difference between what you now have and
block grant, if it is a block grant in which vocational rehabilitation
is one component. That seems to me pretty similar to what it is
right now.

I mean I am not an expert on that part of it. I think we have
learned another thing though, which is if you do not focus very
clearly on the reality of people's disabilities, and it is not all the
same, you have a great deal of difficulty assisting people to help
themselves, to become empowered.

So my view of it in terms of savings is I do not know whether
you would get more savings. Maybe you would just cut more money
out of the process, and if you did not change it at all, what are you
doing?

Mr. RIGGS. Well, I think we would be talking about some
changes, but maybe we can discuss those in the next round and
focus a little bit more on job development and job placement assist-
ance.

Chairman MCKEON. Mr. Sawyer.
Mr. SAWYER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
It has gotten to the point where they are starting to put my

nameplate out even though I am not a Member of this subcommit-
tee, and I just want to reoeat again my gratitude for the oppor-
tunity to participate in this v..ay.

1.4 -
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I particularly appreciated your comments about vocabulary. I
have been using a couple of terms in a way that I suspect in read-
ing the testimony that you have presented today, you are not using
those terms in precisely the same way, but I have been talking
about undifferentiated block grants in which dollars are largely de-
livered with only the broadest policy directive and the expectation
and hope that those broad goals would be met.

Coordinated grant models in which comprehensive delivery sys-
tems are put together, in which local decisions on how to carry out
specific policy goals are established largely through States and lo-
calities, perhaps to national standards, perhaps not.

And then, finally, a third category, which I call coordinated pro-
gram grants in which the fundamental program integrity of various
funding streams is maintained, but that there are waivers and
other vehicles to achieve flexibility that are specifically written into
the law.

It seems to me that, in particular, the latter model makes sub-
stantially greater sense in an area where the populations being
served are so substantially different within a broader population.
The circumstance that we described today, that we confront today
seems to me"to be exactly that.

That I offer only as an observation and not particularly as a
question, but, Mr. Serraglio, you indicate in your testimony that
consolidation, at least in the terms that I use it, with other job
training programs would endanger this kind of specialized ability,
and yet Mr. Young in his testimony seems to indicate that CCD is
interested in the effort to consolidate.

Could the two of you talk back and forth with regard to that dif-
ference in your views and in a way that would illuminate the ad-
vantages or disadvantages between what I have described between
coordlnated program grants and broadly consolidated grants?

Mr. YOUNG. I think the point that we are trying to make is that
there are good things about the system we have. There are bad
things about the system we have. What we want to do is keep the
good things and try and change the bad things.

We want to look at changing now from system driven kinds of
measures in our job training program to specific outcome measures,
getting people to work, getting them jobs that pay good wages, that
have benefits if possible, that raise people out of poverty, out of de-
pendence and into the mainstream of American society.

The specific terminology of how we get there is less important
than the fact that we get there.

Mr. SAWYER. Well, the terminology is not important, but the ve-
hicle by which we achieve it can be important, and so I mean I
truly 'do differentiate between consolidated grants, which lose the
clear program integrity, and coordinated grants, which retain in-
tegrity but permit great flexibility in their interact ion.

Mr. YOUNG. Okay. We would agree that we want a dedicated
funding stream. That is clear. We want flexibility within that fund-
ing stream to address the individual needs of individuals with dis-
abilities, to best meet their requirements.

You can, in a way, identify people with disabilities as a distinct
population, but each disability has its own personality, if you will.
There are some folks who would be just as easily, just as effectively



served by a mainstream job training grogram as a person without
a disability. There are many who would be horribly mistreated by
such a program. We have that now with the current JTPA pro-
gram.

Mr. SAWYER. Mr. Chairman, I hate to cut off, but could we have
just a few minutes more for a similar comment from Mr. Serraglio
and perhaps a comment from Mr. Schroeder?

Thank you very much. I appreciate that. I am sorry to interrupt.
Mr. YOUNG. That is okay.
Mr. SERRAGLIO. I think you are correct about the vehicle that we

use, and the protection of the integrity of the funds, in our opinion,
is for the protection of the persons with the most severe disabil-
ities. The fear here at the local levels, it could become a training
type process. It's always much easier for job training programs to
take the easy way out, to place the people that are easier to place
into employment. People with the most severe disabilities have
those special needs, and it would be a step backwards for the over-
all program and for the overall achievement of what we've done in
this country if we take those funds and just put them in with all
of the other training programs and expect those people who deliver
the services in the other training programs to be able to work with
the people with the most severe disabilities. We just do not think
that they will address those issues, and that is coming from 22
years of working in the program.

Mr. SAWYER. Thank you.
Mr. Schroeder.
Mr. SCHROEDER. Mr. Chairman, Congressman Sawyer, I think

that our primary concern at the Rehabilitation Services Adminis-
tration with the term block grant is some uncertainty to us of what
that means in terms of sustaining the fiscal commitment to support
this program. Many times a block grant is a reduction of the pre-
vious effort in terms of the overall dollars, and we would be very
concerned if the support that currently goes to the program was re-
duced.

Also, the current system has a match requirement, and more
than a half billion dollat3 is put into the program by the States,
and again, we are just uncertain whether the block grant, be it a
coordinated block grant or other type, would have provision to sus-
tain that level of effort.

In terms of the flexibilities that I think we all recognize as im-
portant to the program, the discussion that you have heard here
this morning of very innovative programs has all been accom-
plished under current Title I authority under the Rehabilitation
Act. We believe it is a very flexible program, and the 1992 amend-
ments allow that the program is to be guided by means of a strate-
gic planning process by an advisory committee that has a number
of constituencies, heavily weighted with individuals with disabil-
ities that conduct the planning, that conduct the public hearings,
take other comment, client satisfaction studies, what we believe
and we sincerely hope develops into a very dynamic process that
keeps the program very responsive, very driven by the people who
are directly served in each State by the program.

Thank you.
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Mr. SAWYER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate
your flexibility.

Chairman McK.E0N. Thank you, and I appreciate your definitions
of these block grants because I think as we work on this and refine
it, I think that is very important. A good contribution.

Mr. SAWYER. Well, this series of hearings that you have been
having, particularly in this broader area, I think, has been enor-
mously illuminating, and it has provided an opportunity to look at
a variety of different approaches that in some of the previous
broader debate before the whole House perhaps did not get ex-
plored as completely.

Chairman McKE0N. Well, the pressure of the 100 days has prob-
ably caused some things that we all would have rather done dif-
ferently if we had had that choice. I think as we go through this
process we really need to focus. I think we a,1 are working together
on the thing that Mr. Young talked about, that every program has
good and bad. We want to keep the good and get rid of the bad,
and if we can do that, then we will have achieved success.

If we have not, then we need to be taken out to the woodshed.
So I think you are really adding a lot to this program as we are
talking today.

Mr. Souder.
Mr. SOUDER. I am sorry I missed your testimony. I have tried to

catch up here a little bit in the questions and in reading. I basically
have two types of questions. I want to follow up on one of Mr.
Young's comments a minute ago, that you believe that in the deci-
sion process there needs to be people with disabilities helping mak-
ing those priorities so that there is a more full understanding.

How essential is it to have a diversity of the different disabilities,
and is there to some degree a danger if you have some representa-
tive and not others that you could steer the funding less fairly than
if you had somebody who did net have a disability who is trying
to give an overview to it?

Mr. YOUNG. Clearly, individuals with disabilities know best what
their needs are, what their desires are, wnat their goals are in life.
We have had 25 years of explrience now in having people with dis-
abilities participate substantially in policymaking roles and deci-
sion making roles, and we have always found that bringing in indi-
viduals with disabilities is superior to not having individuals with
disabilities in the loop on the decision making process.

There needs to be a balance. The disabilities, physical, mental,
cognitive, sensory disabilities, are all different and unique and
have characteristics of their own, and it is important to have a bal-
ance of folks on your decision making committees and policy mak-
ing committees that can provide the guidance and the input needed
to design and to evaluate success.

People with disabilities are as human as anybody else. If you un-
balance the system, some people will take advantage of it. Having
a so-called neutral or nondisabled person making those decisions
for us, however, is not the solution. The solution is to have equal
representation among folks with disabilities and let us participate
in designing and implementing our own successes.

Mr. SOT:DER. One of the problems we have had in the Federal
Government is often whatever is the TV trend or the hottest prob-
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lem in the country, the largest lobbying group gets the funding,
and that is one of the reasons I asked that question. There is an
imbalance sometimes in the power of lobbying at the Federal Gov-
ernment as well.

Taking that to the next step, one thing we constantly run into
when we debate the block grant question is the funding cut ques-
tion. There certainly will be a funoiing cut at the Federal staff level
if we move this to the States, but that frees up more money for the
States.

There is an implicit assumption that somehow the States are not
going to be as careful and caring about individuals as the Federal
Government is, and I think that that is more true the smaller the
minority, and I would assume that in the disability community, the
fewer people there are with tbat disabiiity, the more concern there
is that they will be isolated and not have an impact at the State
level.

Could several of you on the panel address this question of why
you are more afraid of the State governments making the decisions
than the Federal Government and where you think. In addition to
the question of those who are least employable or most difficult to
employ being shunted aside in a creaming process, what in the dis-
ability field are likely to be some of the places that particularly
could get lost in any shuffle and why the States would not be pay-
ing attention to them?

Mr. Kemp.
Mr. KEMP. Well, I think it goes back to the issue of the integrity

of the Rehabilitation Act, and it kind of goes back to definitions,
and I have heard some different shades on that.

From my perspective, preserving the integrity of the Rehabilita-
tion Act is the insurance or the assurance that the dollars for the
disabled community are dedicated dollars. I think the issue with
the States, we are trying to do legislation at the Federal level that
gives the States broad power to implement those programs. I think
there has to be something in the legislation that insures that integ-
rity.

Mr. SOUDER. My fundamental underlying question is: why do you
think the States do not have the same concern about addressing
your community that the Federal Government would? You are beg-
ging the question. In other words, you are saying unless we require
it of the States, they will mt do it. Why?

Mr. KEMP. Well, I guess :t is just our, at least my, experience in
our State with some of the programs that I have seen. I look at the
people in our State that are doing one-stop job service centers, and
in talking to the people that are working on that concept, one of
the things I have found was after 45 minutes of talking, that the
consideration for a person with disability is curb cutouts and lower
water fountains, and those of us that are in the business know that
that does not even scratch the surface of the issues that are re-
quired.

So some sort of mechanism to insure that the States do not just
go and use those dollars wherever they want, giving the governor
great latitude to pull the dollars out on whatever the hot issue of
the day is, whether it is unemployed timber industry workers or
whatever, putting those dollars and moving them over, and I think
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that is preserving the integrity. I think the Federal Government in
giving those dollars to the States has a responsibility to at least in-
sure that the State does use those dollars in a way that is pre-
scribed and the intent of the dollars when they were first appro-
priated.

Chairman McKE0N. Did you have one last question? I did not
mean to put you on the spot. It is tough when you first walk in
to get in sync with what is happening.

This has really been informative to me. I have had over my life-
time experience with disabled people. When I served as a mission-
ary for our church many years ago, I had the opportunity of work-
ing with and baptizing three people that were blind, two that had
been blind from birth; one had an accident as a teenager. He later
became our scoutmaster, and I had the opportunity of performing
the wedding for two of those people, and that was a great experi-
ence for me to work with and learn about individuals with disabil-
ities.

The lady had been blind all of her life, had been married pre-
viously and had three children. She did everything to take care of
those children, cooked the food, did everything for them. She would
chase them around the house. It was a fantastic experience, but
there were still some problems. With all of the things she could do,
there were things that she could not do.

One time we were sitting in her home. She had a very modest
home, and we heard a fire engine, and the neighbors said that the
house was on fire. She could not tell. We went outside and helped
put out the fire, but that was something that she would not have
known. I know we have smoke detectors and that kind of thing
now, but this was outside the home.

I had a friend that I have had for a number of years who was
in construction and was building a home, fell off the roof, broke his
back, and is now a paraplegic. I mentioned that yesterday. I had
the opportunity to visit with the Council of State Administrators of
Vocational Rehabilitation and talk just a little bit about the story
of that friend of mine.

Without those opportunities I probably would not have the lim-
ited understanding that I do have of the problem. I realize that it
is limited and there is more that I need to know, but the last cou-
ple of days for me have been very, very interesting.

Let me ask Mr. Schroeder. Would you agree that the appropriate
goal of reform is to cut in administration and counseling so as to
provide more into actual end services?

Mr. SCHROEDER. Mr. Chairman, we agree that outcomes are criti-
cally important to be able to justify that the tax dollars are being
used wisely and effectively. The 1992 amendments include a provi-
sion for us to develop standards and indicators that will give us
more precise measures of the outcomes, the program effectiveness
beyond the more aggregate data of numbers of people who go to
work.

But I think it is important for us to point out that counseling is
not something that is secondary to direct service. In many cases
the counseling is a very, very key service that the individual re-
ceives. The expertise of the certified or trained rehabilitation coun-
selor working individually with the client to develop a written re-
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habilitation plan and guiding that client or customer, as we like to
call them, through the process is an important aspect of the service
delivery.

The 50.8 percent of the rehabilitation dollar that goes to pur-
chase services is not a representation of the funds that go to what
we would consider direct client services.

Chairman McKE0N. In following up on that, if you had X num-
ber of dollars and you have a total budget and you were to develop
the ideal use of those funds, how much would you put into adminis-
tration, how much into counseling services, and how much into di-
rect services?

Mr. SCHROEDER. Mr. Chairman, I think that the way that we
would approach the question that you have asked is: is the pro-
gram performing? Have we set standards that hold that program
accountable for outcomes that are quality outcomes for the resource
that we are giving that program?

If that program is delivering a high quality outcome, then I think
you work into looking at what are the indicators. How do they do
that?

And of course, presumably the greater share of the money would
go to direct program services and not to administration. We think
that the amount that currently goes to administrative cost, roughly
10.4 percent, is not an unreasonable cost, but we would be reluc-
tant, frankly, to try to set various caps on categories of service, and
feel very strongly that it is more beneficial for us to focus on the
outcomes that we would ask from the public vocational rehabilita-
tion program.

Chairman MCKEON. Thank you.
I think we have time for another round. Mr. Williams.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you very much.
Let me restate my question a bit differently, and I am particu-

larly interested in the Commissioner's response to this.
I have always viewed Title I of vocational rehabilitation as a

block grant. That meets the definition of a block grant, Title I. So
if you get Title I, you keep block grants, it seems to me, and, by
the way, if we go to block grants, I do not know what we do with
the institute or the council. How do the States deal with that? Do
we separate those out and keep the institute and the council sepa-
rately and then just continue to have Title I but call it a block
grant?

Mr. Serraglio, what do you think?
Mr. SERRAGLIO. Mr. Williams, when you say institute and coun-

cil, I am sorry. I am not quite understanding.
Mr. WH,LIAMS. The National Institute on Disabilities and Reha-

bilitation Research and the National Council on Disability, Titles
II and IV.

Chairman MCKEON. In our proposal, we would keep those sepa-
rate.

Mr. WILLIAMS. You would separate them?
Chairman MCKEON. Yes, in our proposal.
Mr. WILLIAMS. You would not block grant those. So what we

might end up wit'a in a block grant is Title I and call it a block
grant.

Mr. SERRAGLIO. Right.
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Mr. WILIAMS. Now, would you have us do anything differently
with that block grant, Title I, than we do now?

Mr. SERRAGLIO. No. If you are going to do the same thing that
you are doing now and agree to protect the integrity of the voca-
tional rehabilitation funds, we would see no reason to be doing any-
thing differently, other than the way we proceed in the continuous
improvement of the program and emphasize the outcomes that
Commissioner Schroeder was just referring to.

I am not sure I am answering your question.
Mr. WILLIAms. No, that is fine.
Would you have us do anything differently with the special dem-

onstration and training projects, Title VIII? Are you familiar with
Title VIII?

Mr. SERRAGLIO. No, sir.
Mr. WILLIAMS. All right. Mr. Hall, any comment?
Mr. HALL. Well, I think that it is necessary for the future to have

some capacity to invest in creating better alternatives or even just
additional alternatives for the system. So someplace there ought to
be a capacity to deal with new and creative programs targeting to-
ward various kinds of needs, including cost saving needs for some
people.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. Hall, I think there are 50 different vocational
rehabilitation programs currently in America. People do innovate.

Mr. HALL. You mean in State agencies.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes. States do innovate. When you say there

should be some room for something different, what is it? Because
it seems to me that the States .now do a great deal differently than
the State next to them.

I can tell you that the Montana program is run very differently,
run very well, by the way, but run very differently than North Da-
kota, which is run very differently then Wyoming, which is run
very differently than Idaho.

Mr. HALL. And there are some people from slightly outside the
system who ought to be tackling things like choice just to make it
availabk, if you will, for the entire system, is what I think.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. Kemp?
Mr. KEMP. Yes. I heard a comment earlier. The innovations you

have heard about today have been done within the current system.
Why change it? And I think one of the basic fundamental needs for
change is to allow the private sector to have greater participation,
to provide competition which leads to cost savings.

Right now the private sector is at the mercy of the public sector,
the way the current Rehabilitation Act is written. We get referrals
from public agencies as opposed to being able to directly access
Title I funding.

If someone comes through my door who I have directly marketed
to, who has made a decision to come to my facility, I have to go
and send that person through the State system, and that State sys-
tem may or may not approve them being able to come to our facil-
ity.

So I think there is a need for greater access to the private sector
to participate in this. It builds capacity of the system. I can raise
private sector match dollars that can then be used to access Title
I dollars. That builds capacity. That helps. That promotes competi-
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tion. Those are all good things in my mind in terms of rehabilita-
tion in America today, and if I had a way to change the Rehabilita-
tion Act, and that was the way that we were going to bring the dol-
lars down to the States, those are the things that I would promote.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Would you have the private sector contribute ad-
ditional dollars or would you maintain their involvement in voca-
tional rehabilitation simply as one of the administrators of it?

Mr. KEMP. I would have the private sector raise match dollars
just like the State raises match dollars.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Now, the difficulty, it would seem to me if I was
a client, was that my services would then begin to rely on the fickle
nature of the private sector. In good times, money. In recessions,
I am out here on my own.

Vocational rehabilitation as it is now at least attempts to protect
against the vagaries in the private sector.

Mr. KEMP. Well, I think that one of the things that you can do
is allow States, if you did provide a percentage of the dollars to the
private sector, I think that you would then allow the States to be
able to access those dollars if the private sector was not stepping
up to the plate in that particular State or if one year the State did
not.

But I think your comment can be evidenced around the country
by different legislatures that are either making their match or not
making their matches in the States, which all provides to the ca-
pacity of an individual State. Like you said, the program in North
Dakota is different than the program in Pennsylvania, and in some
of those States when the State legislature comes up on a tough
year, just like the private sector sometimes has tough years, they
do not make their match and services are a lot less in those States
also.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MCKE0N. Thank you.
Mr. Reed.
Mr. REED. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am curious, Commissioner Serraglio. Part of the logic behind

block grants is that the States really do not run the programs now
anyway, and I think I am following up a theme set up by Mr. Wil-
liams. It seems to me that the States have a certain degree of dis-
cretion already to run the programs, and that in fact, it is a fun-
damentally State driven program right now. There are Federal
moneys going in right now. There are certain Federal guidelines on
how to operate, but there is the possibility of variations and, in
fact, there are lots of variations already.

So my sense is that by simply putting the money in a block grant
and knocking out the Federal standards, et cetera, you are not
going to save a lot of overhead. You are not going to save a lot of
anything. The States can just do what they want to do with more
flexibility, but down the line they might have less resources.

I am just wondering if that is a fair kind of approximation of the
current system.

Mr. SERRAGLIO. I think it has been discussed here this morning
a little bit about the different definitions of block grants, and I
have heard one definition this morning that there is the possibility



of a block grant where 20 percent funds can be used by incoming
governors or current governors at their discretion.

That presents a real fear for the vocational rehabilitation pro-
gram. That would be quite a substantial loss in services to persons
with disabilities. So there seems to be so many definitions, again,
as the Chairman has pointed out, as to block granting. That is
probably one of our biggest fears at the State level, is what is that
definition.

Yes, in the current program we do have a lot of discretion for the
use of those funds, and because of that, that is why we would like
to keep it the way it is.

Mr. REED. Again, you could make a judgment, and I guess it
might be debated, but to what extent do you think, given your own
State experience and other States, that we are using these moneys
for overhead rather than for services to people with disabilities? Do
you have a rough estimate?

Mr. SERRAGLIO. As Commissioner Schroeder has pointed out, in
the national program over 50 percent is direct services. Over 35
percent is in counseling and guidance, and the counseling and guid-
ance services are just as important as the direct service. So it is
a minimal administrative cost.

We strive in Kentucky to try and keep our administrative costs
somewhere between 8 and 10 percent. That is a goal that, you
know, we set within our own State.

I do not see where there is going to be large savings in adminis-
trative cost. I would agree with I believe it was Mr. Young earlier
when we were talking about cost savings. The place for cost sav-
ings would be to start examining the disincentives programs that
are out there in the social security programs.

Mr. REED. Thank you, Mr. Serraglio.
I want to follow up with the issue I think Mr. Kemp raised about

private and public competition. On what terms would you compete,
price?

Mr. KEMP. I think there are lots of different ways the private sec-
tor can compete. First of all, at the straight CBO or community-
based organization level in a system where there is consumer
choice, then public and private sector organizations that do reha-
bilitation training and other programs will compete, and the free
market economy will decide what share of the market goes to
whom.

Mr. REED. My question is: what are you going to use as your
competitive issues, price, quality, location?

Mr. KEMP. All of the above.
Mr. REED. Okay. I mean one of the problems we have in any type

of program is that we see when the private sector moves in, and
they play a valuable role in so many different programs, but it is
a lot easier to be competitive in the suburbs when your marketing
population is reasonably affluent people who can pay the little
extra for the little amenities. You do not see the same type of fierce
competition in some of the poor neighborhoods and rural neighbor-
hoods of the country because, frankly, the market does not work.
You always have this phenomenon of skimming.

Mr. KEMP. I am not suggesting that the private sector takes over
rehabilitation in America. I am not saying that DVR and RSA go
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away. What I am saying is that I can speak for my part of the
country where we are out there scrapping in the trenches with ev-
erybody else with the severely disabled, and there is an interest at
least in private sector nonprofits like mine to have the access, the
ability to directly compete, not necessarily saying do away with all
public systems and bring in privatization.

If I have given anybody that impression, that is not the impres-
sion I wish to leave. I am just saying make the opportunity avail-
able. If we are all so convinced the private sector is fickle, as Mr.
Williams suggested, and that we flutter around from one thing to
another, allow accessibility for the private sector to dollars, and
then let's see what happens. You are not hurting anything by al-
lowing the private sector to participate.

Mr. REED. Could I just follow up, Mr. Chairman?
When you say the private sector, I think that what you are talk-

ing about, although let me ask you, is you are talking about essen-
tially not-for-profit agencies; is that correct, that are in the reha-
bilitation business, or are you talking about for-profit entities that
are in the business? And I do not know which one you represent.

Mr. KEMP. Oh, I am a nonprofit. But if somebody can do the job
cheaper, more efficiently, and with better results, and they are in
the for-profit side of the private sector, have at it. What are we try-
ing to do here? We are trying to get Americans with disabilities
into the work force and to achieve independence. Let's use the best
means possible to do that. Let's not put our fears of fickle private
sector out there on the line. Let's go ahead and allow accessibility
for anybody who thinks they can do a good job.

Mr. REED. Well, I think that probably exists right now. I mean
I think, you know, there are lots of insurance companies around
that are interested in getting people back in the work force, and
they have arrangements with private, for-profit entities. I think
also that, you know, one of the reasons, and this goes back several
years, that the government got involved was because I think it was
obvious that the need was not being served by the private market,
and I think there is always not only opportunities, but the neces-
sity to rethink these issues and to consider how we can be more
efficient, and the private entrepreneur is probably more efficient by
nature, but sometimes the price of that efficiency is holes in the
service area, not dealing with particularly difficult populations be-
cause you do not make any money.

Mr. KEMP. Well, I cannot speak to that because I deal with very
severe disabilities at my agency. I do not feel that we do any
creaming or skimming in what we do, and that is really my experi-
ence base. It is what we have done for 14 years.

I do think though that, once again, I am not advocating privat-
ization of the entire system. I am just asking for access and level
the playing field so that those institutions in those service areas
where they ..;xist are able to compete and to be a part of that sys-
tem.

Mr. REED. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MCKEciN. Thank you.
We have over the course of the hearings talked about block

granting and outcomes. I gue,s where I have run into a problem
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with it is how much direction do we give from the Federal Govern-
ment.

We can list a lot of things that we expect the States to do. What
I want to avoid is building up bureaucracies of people to fill out pa-
perwork to show what people are doing, and then building up bu-
reaucracy here in Washington to read .all of that paperwork, and
then what is ever done with it?

So I think that is something that we are struggling with and will
struggle with, and if you have any input or any help there, what
direction would you give us? What is the status of the standards
and outcomes as part of the 1992 legislation? Where are we on
that? Do you know at this point?

Mr. Schroeder.
Mr. SCHROEDER. Mr. Chairman, the standards and indicators we

feel very strongly that you are exactly correct. The process for
measuring the performance of State agencies ought not to be a
paper exercise. It ought not to be burdensome, and it ought not to
be something that ends up in a gray metal file cabinet somewhere
in Washington with no real use made of the data.

With that in mind, we have entered into a process for developing
those standards and indicators that involves all of the stakeholders
in the rehabilitation system. It involves the State agencies that ad-
minister the program, as well as input from the customers of the
programs, other service providers.

We released last November a draft of standards and indicators.
We received more than 160 comments. All of this activity is taking
place prior to our ever going forward with a notice of proposed rule-
making and then subsequently final regulations.

But we do feel very committed to measuring in a very sub-
stantive, qualitative way outcomes, but doing it in a way that our
customers agree and our partners that we are not just creating
new kinds of paper activities or shell games to make performance
look better.

But let me just say I do not want to imply that while we are
working on these standards and indicators we do not have some
very important measures of program success. We certainly do. Last
year we successfully rehabilitated 202,949 people, which was up 4.6
percent over the previous year. The number of people with severe
disabilities rehabilitated last year was 145,305, which was up 7.3
percent.

So there are some very strong indicators, and we are trying to
strengthen that system so that we can have even more effective
and, as I say, more qualitative measures of the outcomes for our
clients.

Chairman MCKEON. I appreciate that, and we will follow up with
you to see what progress you are making or what you are doing so
that we keep the good and improve on what we are trying to do.

Mr. Serraglio.
Mr. SERRAGLIO. If I might just make one comment, you said how

can the Federal Government help us in the processes. We have
been working in recent months with RSA on streamlining proc-
esses, but there arc still a lot of mountains of paperwork of proc-
esses out there, and it does hinder the State agencies in delivery
of services.



Earlier I talked about some of the State processes that hinder us,
but primarily it is paperwork processes. It is a very cumbersome
State planning process. I am certainly not oppAsed to strategic
planning. I think it is an important and integral part of an oper-
ation. However, I think I was in a meeting Sunday where what has
happened over the years is the Christmas tree has gotten larger.
We have put more ornaments on it, and we have failed to take or-
naments off. That was a very good comment by the individual in
that meeting, and that is basically what has happened.

We continue to put more statistics. We need a statistic for this
and we need a statistic for that, and I think with the new stand-
ards and indicators hopefully we will limit the statistics that we
need to report to you all and further.

Mr. HALL. Mr. Chairman, our experience is to try to document
whatever is true in the Choice Project, and I think that is true for
the other Choice Projects, too, to the degree that it would be con-
vincing to you or to others in this room. So we are taking it very
seriously to have some documentation.

Our own program now in three places around the country involv-
ing five already different types of people witn disabilities, physi
and chronic and learning disabled and attention deficit disorder
and deaf, hard of hearing, and HIV disease, and we are working
on mental and emotional, a totally separate program in each case
for all of those, and we would do more if we had more resources.
We are just limited.

But our experience is that of those who choose to participate, and
of course, not all would; some people do not want a lot of choice,
but those who do want to choose, those who do want to take control
of their own future, they will complete the program. Over 90 per-
cent is our experience, and of those who complete the program, we
expect it will be above 70 percent who will obtain or retain main-
stream employment, almost all above, way above entry level em-
ployment.

That will not all occur immediately, but it is above 50 percent
within six months, and it is above 30 percent within a year, and
then within the second year there are a few others who are dc ing
some kind of training or whatever, but it seems to me that son.e
requirement, if not requirement, attention to real outcomes for peo-
ple is certainly appropriate. That drives you to do some things and
not do others ar.0 to fill in between the cracks.

Chairman McK.E0N. My business background demands that.
Mr. HALL. Right, the bottom line.
Chairman McKE0N. You know, you have to have that, but the

time t1-.at I spent on a school board and as a member of the city
council and mayor, I saw all of the problems that we had from bu-
reaucracy. You had tremendous mandates from the State capital
and we had tremendous mandates from Washington, and I saw a
lot of effort, people writing for grants, and people basically just fill-
ing out reportc that I do not think anybody ever looked at, but it
was because oi some law passed somewhere up above.

Philosophically, I would like to cut through that and keep it as
simple as we can so that we do not fetter the people that are really
trying to do something. That is my whole purpose.

Mr. Kemp.

(Th



Mr. KEMP. I think one thing in terms of performance standards,
which is, I think, the issue that we are kind of talking about, there
are some very simple things, and we have heard about them, out-
comes. I think one of the keys is that this legislation mandate uni-
form reporting guides and formats to insure consistent national
data.

I would guess that the 50 different States and 50 different pro-
grams, if you went and read their annual reports trying to come
up with some national figure other than there were this many suc-
cessful rehabilitations, and then, of course, there is a definition of
what that means, but you would have a very hard time coming up
with consistent national data, and I think that uniform reporting
guides are important.

And the second issue I think that you need to consider when put-
ting this legislation out is that those national performance stand-
ards are applied equally to both the private sector and the public
sector.

Chairman McKnoN. Thank you.
Mr. Young.
Mr. YOUNG. Yes. I think we certainly want to see outcomes. We

want to see counted the number of people who got jobs and the per-
centage of people who serv,n1 who got jobs, but beyond that, we
want to see the quality of those jobs. Are they the jobs that people
want to have, not just the first available job that that person gets
put into? Do those jobs provide enough '.ncorne for the person to
live independently and not have to be forced to stay on an income
assistance program? Does the person get served in the way that
they want to be served? Are they satisfied with their process and
their ability to choose? Do they actually get to make choices?

At the end of the process, we want to see those results fed back
into the informed choice process so that when an individual goes
to a job training program, they are given information on what pro-
viders do provide good outcomes, do get people the jobs they want,
do get jobs that pay them enough to live, and that do allow them
to exercise informed choice.

I think that is essentially the nuts and bolts of the process. Don't
let it sit on the shelf. Feed it back into the process so people can
use that information, and, yes, we do want these outcomes meas-
ured both against the private and public sector equally. We want
everybody to complete. We want a level playing ground. We want
people to have real choices.

Chairman MCKEON, Okay, I think it has been mentioned today
that we are looking at 80 programs, taking them down to four pro-
grams, and I can see that there probably was some real concerns
raised that would we be putting vocational rehabilitation in with
school-to-work.

There are programs out there. There are programs in our own
conference where there are people who are taking these same 80
down to one block grant where everything would be thrown in a pot
together, and we, much from Mr. Gunderson's guidance and Mr.
Good ling who have done all of the pioneering on this, we have sep-
arated these out into four, and basically the vocational rehabilita-
tion would be pretty much on its own



And then the comments are made, "Well, why make any change
at all?" I think there have been some very good suggestions that
have come out of this hearing today of positive things that can be
done, and some good guidance on things that we need to be careful
of and avoid, and we will take that into consideration as we move
forward now with this process.

We look to moving to mark-up of a bill in May, after the break.
I have asked each of the witnesses as we have gone through this
process that as you leave here if you think of something that you
wanted to say that you did not say, will you please get that to us?
Anything additional at you think of as time goes by, please com-
municate with us and please be a part of this system because it
will only work if everybody that is involved is a part of it.

Again, thank you all for what you are doing, and you know, one
thing that I picked up fron-, today, it is likely that funding is not
going to be greatly inueased in the program. That does not seem
to be what we are talking about at all in Washington these days.

The comment was made though: how do we achieve savings? And
I think we talked about efficiency of scale and so forth, but it looks
to me, as I met with the group yesterday and then hearing some
cf the testimony today and some of the figures and things that I
have seen, that if we actually did increase funding in this area, one
of the problems we are hampered with is lack of funding, but an-
other problem we are hampered with is the way things are scored
and counted around here, but it looks to me like you are doing a
pretty good job of putting people back to work who then pay taxes.
You know, it is very effective.

So that is another thing that we need to look at. It looks like one
of the ways to save money would be to put more money in it.

[Applause.]
Chairman MCKEON. And please strike that from the record.
[Laughter.]
Chairman MCKEON. The hearing will remain open for 10 days for

you to get your additional comments in, and without objection, we
will put in Mr. Williams' opening comment, and we will now ad-
journ.

Thank you very much
[Whereupon, at 11 a.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
[Additional material submitted for the record follows.]
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ON POSTSFA'ONDA EIHICATION, TRAINING AND 1.11ELONG LEARNING
JOBS PROGRAMS CONSOLIDATION

OF IIIE
itot.SE comnirrrEE ON EDUCATION:11, AND ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY

CONGRESSMAN HOWARD M:KI:ON, CHAIR

MARCH 29, 199i

Mr Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee on Postsecondar!: Education, Training and
Lifelong Learning:

To prokide >on %kith some background on the Natioaal Rehabilitation Association, the
Associatioa was founded in 1925 for the IMitpOse of enhancing the qualn of life for person,:
with disabilities b!, prokiding tocattonal asststanee on the ro,k1 nl,rolnuin eniploment in
their efforts to become contributtng membefs of our communn. I 1:stomdlly, Vocation,il
Rehabilitation dollars appropriated the ledeml gotetnnient !laic been ,aell spent. "The

return on this mit...Wient c.iNd he !Ilea NIIItNI us the 1,,,Itite return to Iiidt,iduals with
disalulnies in the %kork place ;Ind to the United States Freasur..

The National Rehabilitation Ass:x.1,111.in, currentl it tb ,uppro,. intatel I5,(100
moinlvts, otvrate. its programs through time tlii isions and seten regions as %%ell as state
chapters ilation%,,nle Economic ;ind tetsonaI loT people %%tilt disalulities has
long 'vim a basic gtial tti tile nation's tellabilltollon proglanis As part of one of Anlerlia's
sIdesi Illitil,111 selAtitt efforts, the AssoL Litton has been helpful in the reinot,tI of barriers, both

atchnectut,il and attitudinal that pretent full ot the tights of Anterl,:an e;ItzensInp
lor petsons %%Rh ths,thtltnes. Ihe Association Ims been benoti,..1,t1 in Incre,isIng public
,Rt.tiettess of the needs of petsons it tilt disohiltties Asso.l.tflon Ilds !veil in the forefront
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of promoting the highest standards for rehabilitation programs and rehabilitation personnel
and in the improving of professional skills.

The National Rehabilitatkin Association strongly support, the position that any
programs consolidation effort NOT replace the dedicated funding stream vshich provides
comprehensive services to the full range of persists vsidt dr:Alines. Such specialized
services should ONLY be provided by qualified rehabilitation personnel Ie g. rehabilitation
counselor. vocational evaluator).

The National Rehabilitation Association further beheses that the state/federal and
public/private partnerships in Vocational Rehabilitation are the tundanon to achieve
emploment outcomes of people %soh disabilities. llerefore. it is essential that a Vocational
Rehabilitation program be considered a core sers ice for individuals Mith

Currentla the federal government has approximately 150 different federalla funded
etnplotnent training programs %%loch have different eligibiln) tsquirements and overlapping
target populations There is limited governmentuside backup data available to detennuie the
efficacy of all of these programs. Consequeni1). It is 1101 kla10111 reason that Congress and
the president cupport legislation to ,..onsohdate some of the program duplication and establidi
a national policy to guide federal!) funded emplo)niem training efforts

The National Rehabilitation Associancn reminds legislator, of the long historv of
legislation providing Vocational Rehabilitation assistance to indisiduals ssith disabilities and
the positive and successful outcome of this legislation. Ilovireser. it IS the great

concern of the National Rehabilitation Association that %slide many .lob training programs
pros ide similar sers ices. such as counseling. assessment and skills enhancement. current
legislative proposals fail to recognicc the sera speciahaed needs of individuals ssith
disabilities as the) seek assistance in obtaining. continuing or regaining employment. The
National Rehabilitation Association beheses that funds appropriated thiough Title 1 of the

Rehabilitation Act as amended shotthi to be available to indisiduals ith

hlie NatIonat Reh:thilitation Association hopes that the Subcomnuttee on
Postsecondar) Education, Training and Lifelong 1.eanung ss ill use thus Association and the
members of the Association as a resource during its continuing deliberations into the iob
training program consolidation issue. espvciall> %here such consolidation ss ill impact
socational rehabilitation and the disabilita cominumtv

NN'e %visit to extend to Chairman McKeon nd the Menibeis of the Subcommittee on
Postsecondar> Education. Tr,Huing mid Lifelong 1,eaning out gt.ititu,le lot the opportunit to
submit this testinion supporting doiionentation.
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Should any Member of the Subcomnntice or the Subconninnee staff v.ish to has e
additional information or should an) Member of the Subcommittee or the Subcommittee staf
have questions concerning this testimony, the ma.x contact either Dr. Anil W. Thurign2.,
Executive Director, National Rehabilitation Association or Thomas (i. Stewart, Director of
Governmental Affair:, National Rehabilitation at the address and telephone numberon this
letterhead.

The National Rehabilitation Association subnms the follo\sing appendices in support
of it, testimony:

Appendix A - Contains materials supponing Ille of the Vocational
Rehabilitation program

Appendix 13 Contain, supporting materials substannatmg the relationship bemeen
client outcomes and the Joel of rehabilitation counselor training and
education.

Appendix C Contains supporting materials ainkiing. the assessment pro,.edures
Vocational Rehabilitation clients

[XII I; SEILER
National Rehabilitation .Assix:iation
President

93-391 95 - 4
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APPEN I) I X A

STATE OF OKLAHOMA
DEPARTMENT OF REHABILITATION SERVICES

CONSUMER SUCCESS STORIES 1984
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STATE OF OKLAHOMA
DEPARTMENT OF REHABILITATION SERVICES

Jodie Ackley Brinkley, Therapist for Day Treatment
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STATE OF OKLAHOMA
DEPARTMENT OF REHABILITATION SERVICES

Ja.res Invaharr, Computer Programmr
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APPENDIX B

- Relationship of Level of Rehabilitation
Counselor Education to Rehabilitation
Client Outcome in the Wisconsin Division
of Vocational Rehabilitation

Edna Mora Szymanski

Counsetws wqh master's deg,ees :n rehab:I:tar:on counse'n; cr reisied Le:ds nad Cove.
outcomes lor clients with severe disab.,.t.es than counse,ors who !ached such ecljcal,00ai
preparation

Currently, Wisconsin Division of Vocational Rehabilitation (DVR) does
not have educational requirements for employment as a rehabilitation
counselor. Trends in the employmEnt of rehabilitation counselors by the
state-federal vocational rehabilitation (VR) program reflect a deemphasis
of educational requirements (Hershenson, 1988, Pankowski & Pankowski,
1974). These lowered job entry requirements persist despite the (ollowing
developments in the profession that demand greater rehabilitation coun-
selor competence: (a) the growing complexity of the field (Kuehn, Crystal.

Ursprung, 1988, Wright, 1982); th) the lej;islative mandate that state-
federal VR services be provided by qualified personnel; and (c) re-
quirement that persons with severe disabilities, kk.ho typically net i the
highest level of professional assistance, be accorded priority 1,,r such ser-
vices (Rehabilitation Act Amendments, 1986).

Lower job entry requirements in Wisconsin resulted from state legisla-
tion. Prior to 1977, a master's degree in rehabilitation counseling or a
related discipline was required for entry into the Counselor II mosttom
Adion a the Wisconsin lee.alature e., Senaie Bill 2) changed this situa-
hon, and the resultant state statute removed educational requirements
from civil service positions not regulated by professional licensing or
registration (R. I fall. personal communication, July 18, 19(10) This legis-
lative action aftected new hu-es AS won AS transfer, from other civil servike
units.

Edna Mora Szymanski is assodate professor in tne Oerlrtment 0! Reliat:i'ita' on Psychoicgy
and Special Education al the University of 1/445consm.Mad,500 The author gratelialy acArcw
ledges the assistance of the IV' sconsin Division of Vocational Rehabiiiiatipn, ircruding 055
Hall Suzanne L 2e, Pat Mommaerts, Judy Norman Nt,nnery. and Fled Younger The at.".c

,o grareily ar kriov.Indges the aslistafce 0/co 1.f,?,ta Oanfok and Pa,t1,71
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Research on the relationship of counselor education and chent outcome
in state vocational rehabilitation agencies has pioduced mixed results.
Szymanski and Parker (1989a, 1989b) recently demonstrated a relationship
between level of rehabilitation counselor education and rehabilitation out-
come for clients with severe disabilities served by the New York State
%ocational rehabilitation agency. Their iesults suppuited those of earlier
studies (e.g., Ayer, Wright, iSt Butler, 196S; Rubin, Bolton, Krau ft, Bozai th,
& Richardson, 1974) but contradicted results of a number of studies, in-
cluding, most recently, Abrams and Tucker (1989). Szymanski, Parker,
and Butler (1990) have suggested that research on the relationship of
counselor education and client outcome is prone to methodological limita-
tions, including inadequate statistical power, insensitive outcome
measures (i.e., dependent variables), inappropriate statistical design, and
failure to consider separate outcome patterns for clients with severe dis-
abilities and those with nonsevere disabilities. Szymanski and Danek
press) demonstrated that the validity of the Abrams and Tucker (1989)
study was compromised by these methodological

The current study is part of a series of modified replications if
S/ymanski and l'arker's (1989a, 1989b) studies. Because of the limitations
inherent in individual studies, replications are fundamental to scientific
inquiry (Rosnuw & Rosenthal, 1989). Additionally, the research was
planned to examine the efficacy of the lack of educational requirements
for employment in rehabilitation counseling positions in Wisconsin DVR.

METHOD

'Hie methodology employed in the current study was patterned atter that
of Szymanski and Parker (1989b), with several alterations made to tailor
the study to the circumstances of Wisconsin DVR. Specifically, only one
of Szymanski and Parker's three dependent variables, competitive closure
rate, was used in this study. Two secondary. dependent variables (number
of competitive closures and number of closures), used in the computation
of competitive closure rate, were employed to provide explanation of the
nature of differences that might be detected in competitive closure rate.

The decision to eliminate two of Szymanski and Parker's (1989b) vari-
a('les, number of noncompetitive closures and net case service dollar en-
cumbrances for noncompetitive closures, was based on consideration of
the current distribution of rehabilitated closures ti e., status 26 closuies)
by work status at closure and recent policies in Wisconsin LA,'R. me two
variables eliminated from consideration had been designed to be sensitive
to variance in work status at closure (e g., competitive employment voi sus
sheltered employment, homemaking, or other work statuses), and the rate
of competitive closures in Wisconsin DVR is higher than the national
average (L. Mars, personal communication, June 23, 1990, Rehabilitation

1)11 ,C1.. 35 Nr,
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Services Administration, l988a) Ill addition, Wisconsin DVR has .had a
relatively long history of pclicies encouraging competitive rehabilitation
closures as opposed to rehabilitation closures in other work statuses (12
I loll, peisonal communication, In I, ILPrili

Variables

1 he piimary dependent variable, competitive closure rate, was computed
as the ratio of rehabilitated closures with a work status of competitive
employment to all other closures (including those in closure status 08)
This computation remox ed threats to validity resulting from rival
hypotheses that differences, if found, were due solely to differences in
overall numbers of closures or numbers of competitive closures. Competi-
tive closure rate was computed separately fur clients with severe dis-
abilities (CCRS) and for clients whose disabilities were not classified as
severe (CCRN); thus, theme were two primary dependent variables.

Components of the computation 01 CCRS were included as secondar.
dependent canables to explain the nature of any relationships found be-
tween competitive closure rate and level of counselor education; they were
(a) number of rehabilitated closures with a work status of competitive
employment of clients with severe disabilities (NCMPS), and (b) number
of closures of clients with severe disabilities (NCLOS). Similarly, the fol-
lowing components of the computation of CCRN were also included
(a) number of rehabilitated closures with a werk status of competitive
employment of clients whose disabilities were not classified as severe
lNCMPNI, and lb) number of closuies of clients whose disabilities were
not classified as severe (NCLON).

The independent variable was level of rehabilitation counselor educa-
tion, which was categorized into the following four levels: (a) master's
degree in rehabilitation counseling tlx1RC), (b) related master's degree
(RM) (e.g., counseling); (c) bachelor's degree in rehabilitation (8R)-ind
(d) unrelated bachelor's or master's degree, or less than a bachelor's degree
((JEW). Years of counselor work Cx penence in rehabilitation counseling
with Wisconsin DVR, which was recorded in continuous form, was used
as a moderator variable. in other words, although years of experience was
not the independent variable of interest, it was Ilk lud,:d in the design to
measure its interrelationship with the mdependent variable and the de-
pendent variable. Severity of client disabilitc was also considered a
moderator variable, because dependent variables were computed
separately for clients with severe disabilities and those whose disabilities
were not classified as severe. Severity of disability was defined according
to Rehabilitation Services Admin;stration (RSA) policies, which are im-
plemented in state vocational rehabilitation agencies (RSA, 1988b)

W.. N. I )''' t''.fl irr
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Hypotheses

It was expected that NtItCs would have higher competitive closure rates
of clients with se% ere disabilities than counselors with other levels of
education. It was also expected that no significant differences among coun-
selor education levels would be found for competitive closure rates of
clients whose disabilities were not classified as severe The hypotheses for
this study, stated in the null form, were:

I. There is no relationship between level of rehabilitation counselor
education and competitive closure rate of clients with severe dis-
abilities.

2. There is no relationship between level of rehabilitation counselor
education and competitive closure rate of clients with nonsevere

Procedu re

Two sources of data were used for this study. Data on counselor education
and experience were obtained through questionnaires administered by
the DVR central office to all field counseling staff. The questionnaire in-
cluded the following information: counselor identification number, job
title, years of experience in that job title, and education (including degree
and major) Client data were obtained from a tare of the DVR client
d a ta ba se.

Participants

The participants for this study were individuals employed by Wisconsin
DVR in rehabilitation counseling positions and the DVR clients whose
cases they closed during the fiscal year period from October 1, 1988 to
September 30, 1989. During that period, 217 counselors closed 15,324 cases.
Descriptive data on client severe disability status, closure status, and work
status at closure of rehabilitated clients are presented in Table 1.

A total of 187 questionnaires were returned for a response rate of 8611.
It should be noted that counselors who had recently lett the agency or
been reassigned were still listed on the client database. Thus, the actual
response rate was higher than 8f1e1.. A total of 36 counselors were
eliminated from consideration for one or more of the follownig reas ins:
(a) work experience of less than one year, tbl a temporary job title. Id a
iob title that included rehabilitation teaching with clients with vislal im-
pairments, (LD a job title of coordinator, or (e) an unusable questionnaire.
An additional 9 coulwelors were removed from consideration because
they had loss than 10 total closures during the fiscal year under consderation.

toi xi I , t
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TABLE 1

Closure Status and Work Status at Closure by Severe Disability
Status for Fiscal Year 1989

Status
Severely
Dlsabled

Not
Severely
Disabled

Disability Status
Not Known Total

Total caseload 9199 2811 3314 15324

Closure statuses
08 not accepted' 2175 36 3314 5525

25 rehabilitated' 3895 1686 0 5581

28 not rehabilitated' 2083 715 0 279:1

30 not rehabilitated 1046 374 0 1420

Work status at closure for
Status 26 closures

Competitive employment 3191 1634 o 4325

Sheltered employment 77 9 0 86

Sell employed 224 32 0 255

BEP' 9 0 ,0

HOmemaker 315 8 0 323
Unpaid family wor'cer 5 1 0 6

Not ,lo,king other 2 0 0 2

Trainee I 0 0 1

Supported employment 71 1 o 72

'Complete, disabiUtyrelated otomaticri is not afia table kw al caerrs closed 'rem appicart
status, thus, some arc etc.:fed wil"out a ce'errruration of sever.ty of thsabi 1:y
°Closure Status 08= not accented for vocaLonal rehabmlaUon seroces
'Closure Status 26 closed rehaoffitaled
°Ctcsure Status 28 = dosed, not rehabC.tated atter im;fementalfon cl an irc f "en
rehab.:itation plan
Closure Status 30 closed after deterrnfred etig.ble 'or vmai.crat ier'abfYal seef,tes
but before implementation ol an individual written rehabilitahon plan
'BEP state agency managed business ente'pr;se

The resultant participant sample was composed of 144 Wisconsin DV'Z
conselors and the 11.862 clients whose cases they closed during fiscal
year 1989. There were 57 counselors with master's degrees in rehabilitation
counseling (MRC), 33 with related master's degrees (RM), 10 with
bachelor's degrees in rehabilitation (BR), and 44 with unrelated bachelor's
or master's degrees or less than a bachelor's degree (LIBM) Mean years
of work experience were 11 74 for MRCs (50=6 80), 15 06 for R \is
(50=7 01, 5.90 for BRs (.51)=3 34), and 11 89 for UBMs (50=8 C6)

Research Design and Data Analysis

The research design was quasi-experimental with statistical control rather
than variable manipulation (f3olton & Parker, 1987). Random assignment
of clients to councelors was not assumed; however, it should be noted
that counselor education was not normally a factor in client assignment

.f r 04 I t ,.14..P'n ))t .(.1. 15
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(R. Hall, personal communication, June 29, 199W. Differences in years of
DVR experience among counselors with varying levels of education were
considered by inclusion of yeals of experience as a moderator variable in
the design. The specif-.: computation of competitive closure rates (CCRS

and CCRN) removed potential confounding influences from different
numbers or varying percentages of clients with severe disabilities on the

caseloads.
An aptitude treatment interaction (ATI) statistKal design (Borich, 1986;

Pedhazur, 1982) was used for data analysis. This design was chosen be-

cause it was suspected that the relationship between years of counselor
work experience and the dependent variables could vary across different
levels of counselor education. Such variation (i.e , heterogeneity of group
regressions) mitigates against the valid use of analysis of covariance
(Borich, 1986; Szymanski, Parker, & Borich, 1990).

The ATI analyses result in determination of regions of significance,

which are ranges of the moderator variable (i.e., years of DVR rehabilita-
tion counseling experience) over which the group regressions of the de-
pendent variable on the moderator variable differ significantly between
levels of counselor education. Specific F and p values are not reported for
ATI analyses; the Johnson-Neyman technique for computing regions of
significance sets a specific alpha level and computes those values of the
moderator variable over which the levels of the independent variable
differ at or beyond that level of significance (Borich, 1986; Pedhazur, 1982,

Szymanski, Parker, Sr Borich, 1990).
13orich, Godbout, and Wunderlich's (1976) ATILIN I program was used

for pairwise comparisons among counselors with ditferent levels of educa-
tion for the regressions of each dependent variable on years of counselor
DVR work experience. The effect sizes (R1) for each dependent variable
were computed through the SPSS regression program (Norusis, 1988) with
a nonadditive multiple regression model (Pedhazur, 1982), which in-
cluded product vectors to account for the interaction of level of counselor
education and counselor years of DVR work experience.

As recommended by Cohen (1988) and Lipsey (1990) a statistical power
estimation was conducted in advance of the data analyses to determine
the appropriate alpha level for hypothesis testing under conditions of a
fixed sample size. Borenstein and Cohen's (1988) computer program was
used to estimate statistical power for the nonadditive multiple regression
me for an estimated sample size of 150. The R2 values of .05 and .10
yielded power estimates of .48 and .85 for alpha of .05 and estimates of

.85 and .91 for alpha of .10. Effect sizes of competitive closure rate for
clients with severe disabilities have been low: .03 (Szymanski Sr Parker,

1989b) and .04 (Szymanski dt Danek, in press). Such low observed effect

sizes, which are common in treatment effectiveness research due to un-
controlled variance from counselor and client characteristics, require
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specific consideration to ensure adequate statistical pinery in hypothesis
testing (Lipsey. 1990) All analyses were therefore planned a: the 10 alpha
le% el

In addition, pairwise ATI analyses with the 13R gorup were nut planned
because two factors threatened statistical conclusion validity (see Cook &
Campbell, 1979) to the extent that results would have been invalid. These
factor: were (a) low statistical power (.41 ur less with estimated 122 of .10
and alpha of .119 fur such comparisons and (13) the relatively small size
of the BR group in comparison with the other groups.

RESULTS

Results of the nonadditive multiple regression of each dependent variable
on level of counselor education and years of rehabilitation counseling
experience in DVR are presented in Table 2. The Y intercepts and unstan-
dardized regression coefficients indicate the regressk n equations for each
level of counselor education Changes in the signs of the (00(nlents for the
secondary dependent variables support suspicions of some heterogeneity of
group regressions. Statistically significant regressions were found for
CCRS H7, 135)=2.08, p=.05, and NCMPS, F(7,135)=2.88, r=.01, with effect
sizes 00 of .10 and .13 respectively. In other words, the combination of
level of counselor education and years ot DVR experience accounted for
10% of the variance of competitive closure rate lor clients with se,. ere
disabilities (CCRS) and 13'0 of the variance tit number of rehabilitated
(status 201 closures with competitic e employment work status of clients
n.ith severe disabilities (NCMPS). The probability that these relationships
resulted from chance was less than ltn Our CURS. p= 05; for NCMPS,
pr..° H. The regression df of 7 reflects the combination of the coded vectors
for the interaction of level of education and years of experience Significant
relationslups with level of counselor education arid years of DVR ex-
perience were not found for the other dependent variables ti e , CCRN,
NCLOS, NCLON, NCMPN).

As indicated in Table 3, regions of significance (alpha =Au) were found
for Ore comparisons of counselors with master's degrees in rehabilitation
counseling (MRCs) and counselors with unrelated bachelor's and master's
degrees or less than a bachelor's degree (U13Ms)ind for the comparisons
of counselors with related master's degrees t RMs1 and UF3Ms on the de-
pendent variables CCRS and NCMPS. Specifically, MRCs had higher com-
petitive closure rates of clients with severe disabilities from

1 to 14.17
years and higher numbers of competitive closures of clients with severe
disabilities from 1.97 to 19.50 years than did their LiBM colleagues. Similar-
ly, RMs had higher competitive closure rates of people with severe dis-
abilities from 1 to 13.53 years and higher numbers of competitive closures

If 'AWL. TA! (OIL Er ii Sf 99 /;1. IS .40
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TABLE 2
Group Means and Regress:tons of Dependent Venal) les on Years of Vocattonal Rehab:Mat:on
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TABLE 3
Regions of Significant Difference Between Levels of Rehabilitation Counselor Educat-on for Regressions of

Dependent Variables on Years of Vocational Rehabilitation Work Experience
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of people with severe disabilities from 1 to 11 90 ye,IrS No other regions
of significance were found for the NIP.0 and UBM comparisons or for the
RM and UBM comparisons No regions of significance were found for the
NIRC and RM comparisons

DISCUSSION

The data analyses performed in this study provided evidence of a relation-
ship between level of rehabilitation counselor education and competitive
closure rate of clients with severe disabilities. Regions of significance
revealed in the ATI analyses indicated that MRCs had significantly higher
CCRSs than UBMs over 13 years of DVR experience and that RMs per-
formed significantly better than UBMs over 9 years of experience. The
explanatory ATI analyses with the secondary dependent variable.
NCMPS, indicated that this difference may be due in part to higher num-
bers of competitive closures of people with severe disabilities.

The results of this study appear to clearly indicate that kx:isconsin DVR
counselors with master's degrees in rehabilitation counseling or related
roaster's degrees demonstrate better rehabilitation outcomes with clients
with severe disabilities than do their colleagues with unrelated bachelor's
or master's degrees or less than a bachelor's degree education. The span
of the ATI regions of significance indicates that these performance dif-
ferences do not dissipate quickly. Therefore, it appears that clients with
severe disabilities who are served by UBM counselors with less than 10
years of experience, are at greater risk of inadequate rehabilitation service.

The effect size for the CCRS variable was larger in this study CIO) than
in the New York study (.03) (Szymanski Sc Parker, 1989b) and the
Maryland study t 041 iSz.ymanski & Danek, in press). It is speculated that
this difference may be due in part to Wisconsin's proactive agency policy
emphasizing competitive closures and limiting possibilities for noncom-
petitive closures. This would mean that those with relevant educational
preparation were more able tn conform to agency goals than their col-
leagues who lacked such preparation. In addition, it is speculated that
higher educational variation within the UBNI level may have added to
tlw observed effect size. In New York and Maryland, the minimum educa-
tion requirement for employment in rehabilitation counseling positions is
a bachelor's degree; whereas, in Wisconsin, there is no minimum educa-
tional requirement.

Performance differences for counselors with bachelor's degrees in
rehabilitation cmdd not be examined in this study because of the small
size of that group (n=10). It is recommended that future studies in Wis-
consin and in other states be conducted to determine if th; performance
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of this wimp is signith. anti.: different twin that of coonsc:rs ith other
levels ot education.

As with any research, the limitations of this study should oe considered
in application and interpretation. Only relationship, and not causality, can
he interred from this study, because internal validity was limited by.the
tact that variables were statistically controlled rather than manipulated
External validity was limited by the single state, single setting sample
Although one cannot generalize directly from this study to other states,
the corn "-1 results of this research and previous research on other states
(Szyman, . bc Parker, 1959b; Szyrnanski & Danek, in press) have sug-
gested a trend toward generalizing within state-federal VR programs.
I however, generalization beyond the state-federal VR program is not war-
ranted.

The change in alpha from the traditional .05 level to the .10 level meant
that, for hypothesis testing, the probability that differences resulted from
,hance was .10 rather than 05 Althougi, this constitu!es a limitation, the
use or the .05 level would have resulted in a greater limitation to statistical
conclusion validity by decreasing probability that existing differences
would be detected ti e , decreasing statistical power) Although preanalysis
power estimation and alpha adjustment (e g , use of the .10 alpha level) are
recommended procedures in situations of fixed sample sizes (Cohen, 1958,
Lipsey, 19001, Rosnow and Rosenthal (19591 have suggested that many
individuals continue to consider the .05 alpha level to be unquestionable
Postanalysis ATI comparisons were, therefore, performed at the .05 alpha
level. The same comparisons, which yielded regions of significance at
alpha of .10, yielded similar, albeit slightly attenuated, regions at alpha of 05

Statistical con(losion validity is still limited by the slight elevation ot
the probability of "Type I error above the established level of .10, resulting
from three pairwise comparisons for each dependent variable. This slight
elevation was considered acceptable, because traditional alpha reduction
procedures would have resulted in low statistical power (approximately
.7,1 tor the largest comparison f IRC versus L'/IMI at R of 101 and cor-
responding unacceptab:e elevations in the probability of Type II error Ito
approximately 49 for that compaocont

In summary, tins research. in combination ith the stud:es of i

and Parker (Moo, 1089bl and Szymanski and Danek tin press), demonstrated
a relationship of rehabilitation counselor edocation and rehabihtanon out-
come for clients with severe disabilities in three state vocational rehabilita-
tion agencies (Wisconsin. Maryland, and New 'fork) in three different
tederal regions Thus, there is reason to suspect that this relationship may

INt in other state vocational rehabilitation agencies as well. Additional
replications in different state vocational rehabilitation agencies are re-
quired to document the extent of the relationship of rehabilitation coun-
selor education to client outcome in the state-federal vocational rehabiltta-
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tion program Research Is also needed to eqaiiiish tle relationship ot
ichabliitation counselor education to chew out% 011 it: III odICI stlf
especially in the rapidly growing pric ate scdor
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Relationship of Rehabilitation Client Outcome
to Level of Rehabilitation Counselor
Education
Edna Mora Szymarski

Randall M. Parker

The relationship between rehabilitation client outcome
and level of rehabilitation counselor education was
examined in a state VR agency. Outcomes were ex-
amined separately for clients with severe disabilities
and those whose disabilities were not . For
clients with severe disabilities, master's degree
rehabilitation counselors (PARCs) achieved significant-
ly better outcomes than their counterparts with
bachelor's and unrelated master's degrees (B-UPA). No
significant group differences were fOund between
MRCs end counselors with related master's degrees
(Fitts) atthough outcomes for the RM group were con-
sistently between those of the MAC and BUM groups.
For clients wrth non-severe disabilities, there were no
significant outcome differences among the counselor
education levels.

EDNA MORA SZYMANSKI. Ospormsni al RVI3011.1K4 Plr hoop, dna
SfSZIal Eductiors Incenuti el Mtileorisin.Meeace. 531 tt Murray Slis<1
Madman. WY0.311 53-115

Section 10I(a)( 7)(B) of the Rehabilitation Ant isis
arnended IP require delivery of rehabilitation services by

'qualified personner (Rehabilitation Act Amendments.
1986), howeicr, debate continues regarding the definition ot
the term "qualified' (Graves. Coffee. Habeck, & Snide. n7s-.
Walker & Myers, 1988) Presently, state soCationai
rehabilitation agencies typically hi:e individuals with vaned
types and levels of ccllege deo:arcs and work expeneace as
rehabilitation counselors (licrshenson, 1988; Kuehn, Crystal.
& lirsprung 1988).

The variation in rehabilitation counselor hiring criteria
may reflect the fact that although Me rehabilitation counselor
has been recognized as the major agent of the statefederal
vocationzl rehabilitation (VR) program (Bolton, 19811, little
research has shown a posittie relationship between rehabilita-
tion counselor competence and service outcomes (or
rehabilitation clients (Rubin & Beardsley, 191). Some eztlY
st tidies did demonstrate connections bemeen counselor char
acteristin or behaviors and client perceptions or outcomes

g., Ayer, Wright, & Cutler. 1958; Jenkins, West. & Ander
son, 1915. Rubin. Bruton. Krauft. Bowth. & Richards.an.
19"a), however, more recent studies have been unable to
establish relationships between counselor education, and
<Lent outcome in 5:ate vocational rehabilitation tVlai agcy.
hes leg. Daneic 19-8. Emcner, 1960: Giesen & SloBroom.
1966). Although these studies provided the foundation for the
csixtent study. the relation paucity & empirical coldest: :Oat.
ing rehabilitation courselor education IQ rehabil.tat.ao clesi
outcome may be more from methodological limitations rather
than the actual absence of such a relationship. Potentiai
limitatt003 may have ansen from. (a) inadequacy of outcome
measures, (s) different outcome patterns for clients with
severe disabilities as opposed to those whose duabtlit its are
classified as non-severe, and fc) failure to account for the
potential interactive relationship of counselor educatiai with
counselor work experience in relation to client outcome.

01 M.A,. in .i.r.cn ... , . "e
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The traditional Zro closure erne non. ahhoutth often used
in precious research, bat been enuazed as a limiteci outcome
,.i (Bolt., 1937; wags & Iscog 1987), wadi does not
include the following available VR information: (a) type of
employment at closure (ie- competitive employment, she!.
treed employment, home m Mang) (Cook St Cooper. 1919), (b)
felatIse probability of rehabilitation (i.e. rehabilitation rate),
and (c) cost of service delivery. Consideration a such addi .
uonal iolormation reveals different outcome patterns for per.
sons nab severe disabilities as contrasted with their peers
whose disabilities are classified as non-severe. In 1985. only
73.3% of rehabilitated persons aseenng the Rehabilitation
Sersices Administration (RSA) definition for severe Disability
entered competitive employment as compared with 89 7% of
reb abilit ants with nonsevere disabilities. In addition persons
unth severe disabilities were less likely lobe rebabditated than
their counterparts with nonseveie disabdities (overall
relsabilltsuon rates of 62.2% vs. 67 4%) and more costly to
serve (RSA, 1983).

An additional confounding factor has been the Interactive
relatiooship of years of counselor work experience with
rehabilitation counselor education in relation to :tient out.
come. Wright, Leahy, Si Reidesel (1987) suggested a relation.
ship between years of experience add counselor perceived
competeacy. Jenkins, West. and Anderson (1975) and
Grases, Bagley, and Chen (1985) suggested a relationship
letween years of counselor work experience and Client 01.1t.
tome. Addiumally, Kunce, Thoreson. and Parker (1975)
suggested that the relationship of counselor experience to
client outcome might be complicated by selection of maie
counselors with master's degrees in rehabilitation counseling
who had high general ability test SCores Out of direct senia
positions to administration earlier in their careers than
females or males with lower scores.

A prelimtnary study by Szymanski and Parker (1989) ad.
dressed the above sources of potential limitations nod
demonstrated a significant relatioaship berten level of coun.
selor education and client outcome for clients with SeVere
disabilities in one state vocational rehabilitanon agency Al
though the current study focused on the same slate VR agen.
cy. it was much broader in scope. The preliminary studv
included only cliena cinch severe disabilities and only one
dependent variable. The current study although .t umnIced
the same state VA agency and the same type of research
design (aptitude.treatmeetunteractinn). differed in the fol-
lowing ways.

1 Ad closures were considered, not just those of clients
nth secere disabilities.

2. Secentv of client disability was ased to partition the
sample so :tut outcomes could be compared (or the two client
groups clients with Seere disabilities and aloye with non
severe disabilities)

3. Three dependent variables were conudered Thus the
current study afforded a much more detailed imestigation of
the relationship between rehabilitation client outcome and
rehabilitation counselor education than the previous study
which was preliminary in suture. The nature of the current
findings, which are de.scribed in the folios...assent:cuss, further

-< Ihrete ut9

support the potency of the methodological LOSItatiOed ola
cussed in thu section.

Method

Participants
Partiapants in dm study were counselors employed by the

New York State Office of Vocational Rehabilitatioe
(NYSOVR) and their clients whose cases were closed &nog
the period from April 1986 to March 31, 1987. During the
Fano( 1987. a routhse questionnaire was sent by the NYSOVR
sulf development and training office to professional field staff
to determine job title, educational attainment, area of con.
eentration, certification status, years of agency work ex-
perience, and specialty caseload experience. Agency as.
signed counselor identification numbers, rather :ban names,
were used to iiimady respondents and match counselor data
with client data- Usable questionnaires were obtained from
273 of 360 caseload carrying counselors (a 76% response
rate), however, the further match of counselor data with client
closure data resulted in only 233 complete counselor profiles
(6673) These 233 counselors closed a total of 19,114 clients
during the reporting period, including 3,308 wbo were clas.
silied as severely disabled.

Counselors were categorized into one of three groups
according to level of education (a) master's degrees in
rehabilitation couoseling CHACO, (b) related master's
degrees (RMs), or (c) bachelor's and unrelated master's
degrees (B-UMs). Matter's degrees considered related in.
eluded guidance and counseling, ageocy counseling, and any
counseling or special education related disciplines. Level of
rehabilitation counselor education was distributed as follows:

MRCs, 52 R.N.& and 64 B-1.1M.s. Counselor years of
agency work experience ranged from less than one year to 30
years with the following group means for each counselor
educational category: MR Cs 11.6, RMs 10.9, and 8-UMs 1.2.0
yean.

Variables
The independent variable was lei el of counselor education

Length of counselor agency work expenence was considered
a mediating variable Severity of client disability.
dichotomous vanable, was used to partition the client unple
into two mutually enClUsice groups (clients auth Severe do
abiliner and clients Ynth non.tevere or non-classified chs

The following dependent variables (EA s) were
chosen for analysis: (a) competitive closure rate (Cal".
which was computed (rorn the ratio of cotnpentise employ
mew status :6 closures to all closures including status Zo
(rehabilitated) closures, and closure statuses 08 (closed from
applicant status). 30 (closed before individual written
rehabilitation plan IIWRI1 dimmed), and 23 (closed not
rehabilitated after P initiated), (b) Dumber of son.com.
Nouse closures (NCC). which was computed as the sum of
all closures in statuses08. 26. and 30 added to die sum of status
26 homemaker and sheltered employmecit closures, ma fc'
act case service encumbrances (ENCUM), which was the per
counselor, total of case service dollar encumbrances for cases

erar tale
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.lica +ere closed aun coerc.ii.e Junog the eporling
period.

Data Analysis
The following null hypotheses were tested using an ap-

titude-treatment-interaction (ATI) design (Bench, 1986;
Fedbazur.1982) which controlled for years of counselor work
experience by inclusion in the design.: There are no differen-
ces between MRCs and R-Ms or MRCs and 13-I.:Ms on the
following measures:

I. CCR for clients with severe disabilities.
2. CCR for clients with non-severe disabilities.
3. NCC of clients with sevcre
4. NCC ode/lents with non-severt
5. ENCUM for non-compeutve closures of clients vnth

severe disabilitres.
The All design employs the lohnson.Neyman technique

to determine regions of statistically significant difference be-
oween the regression lines of two groups (or a dependent
variable while controlling a mediatsng vanable (Pedharur.
1982). Bunch, Godbout, and Wunder Lich% (19-th) ATILINIP
computer program was used to perform the ATI anah,nes.
Where signillotht differences be tween the goups sere found,
the results were reported as regions of significance, that is, the
range of years of work espenence within which the difference
between the two educational groups was statistically sig-
nificant.

Results

The =standardized regression coefficients and Y inter
cepts for the regression equations indicating the relauonslup
of the dependent measures to counselor years of agency, work
experience for each level of rehabilitation counselor educa-
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non are reported in Table 1. These equations were used in
the palroosse ATI comparisons which are reported in Table Z

The three analyses which addressed servico ereiser? out
comes for clients with severe disabrlities all yielded significant
results. No significant results were obtained in the two
analyses which.cnear .ired service delivery outcomes for per.
sons Wilb non-seve z disabilities. The MRC counselors were
shown to have sip aficantly higher CCRs for clients with severe
disabilities than kl-LiM counselors from the beginning of their
agency sem= through 1.0.48 years of tenure. The difference
between the MRC and RM counselors on CCR for clients
with severe disabdiues faded to reach statisural signific nce
through the range of counselor years of agency expen.thce;
although the performance of the R.Ms remained lower than
that of the MRCs through 11 years of agency tenure. In both
of the CCR comparisons the regression lines for the two
groups intersected well wthin the range of data. indicating
disordinal interactions.

MRCs were found to have significantly fewer NCCs of
clients wth severe disabilities than their B.UM counterpalts
from 4.54 through Is .39 years of agency expenenct. The
lower boundary of 434 years ma) be the result of counselors
being assigned smaller caseloads in the beginning of agencs
service The group difference between MRCs and RMs failed
to reach statistical sigulicance iv Lhe SUMO comparison. al
though MRCs had fewer NCCs than 1231s through 14 ,yeres of
agency experience

MRC counselors were bound to have significanto
ENCI:Ms for non.competirive closures docents with severe
disabilities than :heir 13-1..A1 counterparts ft -rn the lxgtrining
of agency service through 14 84 years. As in the previous
compansons. the goup d.fference bemeen MR.Cs and RNIs
failed to reach statistical significance on the sarne dependent
measure, although the MRCs had lower ENCUMs than the
RMs throughout the range of counselor work experience
Comparsons of the MRC group iv= both theft-UM and RM
groups failed to reach statistical significance on either of thc
compansons addressing sernce delivery to clients wal non-
severe disabilities. Thus, no group differences were found in

BEST C.,Li kVALABLV,
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Outcomes

The Relationship of Rehabilitation Counselor
Education to Rehabilitation Client Outcome:
A Replication and Extension

The topic of this research was the relationship of level
of rehabilitation counselor education to rehabilitation
client outcome in the state-federal vocational rehabili-
tation program. Participants were 100 Maryland Divi-
sion of Vocational Rehabilitation (DVR) counselors
and the clients whose cases they closed during the
fiscal year from October 1. 1988 to September 30.
1989 An aptitude treatment interaction statistical de-
sign was used to examine pairwise comparisons
among counselors with master's degrees in rehabili
Wean counseling (MRCs). counselors with related
master's degrees (RMs). and those with unrelated
bachelor's or master's degrees (UBMs) with consid-
eration ol the potential interactive relationship of level
of counselor education and years of work expenence
An alpha level of .10 was used to raise statistical
power to an acceptable level despite the small sample
size. MRCs were found to have higher rates of com-
petitive outcomes tor clients with severe disabilities
and to be more cost ef ficient in their service to these
.ndividuals when compared with their UBM col-
'eag ue s
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APPENDIX C

Fehriar. o. 1'495

Dr Ann Ward Tour...0y. ExeclItlse Director
National Rehabilitation .Association
633 South Washington Street
Alesanria, VA 22314

Dear Dr Tourigny

It was a pleasure discissing with you in Louisville, Kentucky last week the
critically imporunt role vocauonal evaluahon plays in the successful delivery
ot vocational rehabilitauon services To support this statement I would ltke to
addiess ,everal 'Ney points in this letter I contemporary chant,es in the
practioe of vocahonal evaluation and assessment. 2) research supporting the
eifestiveness ot vvcauonal evaluation services, 3) the impact ot ' icahon and
certifisation on vocational evaluators and the quality of service delivery, and.
4 , recommendations for improving vocational evaluation ierv ices as applied to
vocau..nal rehabilitation

Contemporary Changes in the Practice of Vocational Evaluation and
Assessment

Infoimation on vocational evaltation first appeared in the literarire in 194',
thus inakirg it a relatively new profession. river time, the field has evolved to
meet the changing needs of new ser.ice populations and markets Twenty -live
years ago there were only two commercial evaluation and work sample
5...stems on the market, while today there are eighteen, many of v. [Itch use
-tmputer technology Over the past ten-to-Fifteen years change in
rehabilitation has heen accelerating at a dizzying pace. outstripping the capacity
1,1" hy MS/ rehahilitauon professions As a result. vocational
e.aluation has been viewed as 'out of touch and *In.:ff.:Love' by some of the
ne-aer J:,:lphnes rehabihtauon that have flourished in this environment of
; ir:d ..harge rrfani aes. uninformed epponents vosational evaluation
w the isakahon of tr.e :9-0's When descnbing surrent practice
The inyop.s view Vocational eValuation as hrie more than testing to s..reen
people ou t of rather than into services. uaining, and ichs was inappropriately
referred to as 'state-of-the-art. There is no question that a lack of resourres
and qualified evaluators, as well as the desire on the part of c,ers to obtain a
cheaper and faster service have created problems However, these problems
can be solved and servtees greatly improved and etpanded to better serve
,:onsumers

AVAIL146imi,
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V. itnOut question, vocauonal evaluauon has made significant strides in recent
years in the areas of empowerment. assessment of 'career opportunities and career
development. and reasonable accommodation Publications such as Vcx:ational Evaluation
and Traumatic Brain Injury: A Procedural Manual (S Thomas. Materials Development
Center, :990 provides detail for pracuuoners on how to provide a flexible and dynamic
evaluation that takes into account the accommodation o' learning and performance This
rapidly expanduig process of criterion-referenced evaluation and interpretation has offered
evaluators new approaches and insights in order to help them better serve individuals with
severe disabilities: a technique that has not been inherent in the more traditional, standardized
norm-referenced procedures

The emerging trend i.. retabilitabon and vocational evaluation to focus on the consumer as
the primary decision maker will help make the concept of informed choice a reality. Since
information is empowering, vocational evaluation has much to offer a consumer who has not,
until recently. been provided with the essenual thformation needed to make tough choices
concerninz AorctnC. liviag. and learmng Given the opportururf. vocational evaluation can

A ser.e as a pivotal poirit in the consumer's informauon gathering and decision making process

[2.,:sea;ch Supporting the Effectiveness of Vocational Evaluation Services

klthouht research on the effectiveness kit vocauolul evaluauon is relauvely limited, what is
assildn e supports the utiiity of evaluauon as a successful planning and placement tool in a
vanaty of serungs For example. Williams 119-5) conducted a follow-up study to examine
the relationship between evaluator recommendauons and placement Follow-up was
:,thducted on 56 vocauonal rehabilitation clients evaluated between August 1974 and luly
9-5. by the Vocational Development Center in Menomonie. Wisconsin Client

status at time of follow-up was compared to report recommendations to determine
correspondence Findings revealed that in the 68% of the cases where recommendations were
followed. 92"; of the clients were successfully placed In the 32% of the cases where
reccnirnendau.ins were not followed, only 25% of the clients were successfully placed The

counselors' reasons why recommendations were helpful or were not followed

IQ85) reviewed the v.:cationsl evaluation repors and !ndividuahzed Written
Programs iiWRP's. of 5o closed cases of the North Carolina Division of

V nal Rehabilitation Service,. to determine the extent to which counselors used the
its m the plan ..... prN.ess Cases were randurril? _hoser. from a group nal

ccmpleted in three different evaluation setungs dunng a three-month period in
952 vocatxnal rehati;itation agency offices, regional rehabilitation hospitals, and sheltered

workshops The degree of report uulizaoon in planning was compared to closure Mats to
determine :f there was a relationship The study found that recommendations were followed
in 32% of the cases, which is stgruficant beyond the .001 level In addition, there was an
83% successful closure rate when recommendations were followed a 67% success re e when
recommendations were followed somewhat and d 50% Success rate when recommendanons

2
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were not followed There was no significant difference in the level tit success and the setting
in which the vocational evaluation was conducted

Evans (1986) conducted cl study of vocational class placement and performance success of
201 special needs students in Louisiana Planning Region V. who received a formal vocational
assessment. Vocational teachers were asked to rate those special needs srddents from the
study goup who were in then" classes, in each of the following categones effort, attitude,
getting along, taking directions, behavior, accept supervision, attention span, accept boredom.
attendance, work quality. overall performance, and grade average. Students who were placed
according to the assessment results performed significantly better (p<.01) in all categories,
with the exception of attendance, than students who were placed in areas other than
recommended in the report. These three selected studies demonstrate the effective use of
evaluation services in a vanety of different settings.

Regarding the most current research, a two-year study entitled EVALUATION OF
VOCATIONAL ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES AND TI-IE 1WRP PROCESS USED
BY STATE VR AGENCIES was funded by the Rehabilitation Services Adnurustrauon,

S Department of Education, and conducted by the Research Triangle Institute (RTI) wider
the direcuon of Dr Becky Hayward (Hayward, et al, 19921 A key objecove of the study
was to identify effective policies and practices of vocational evaluation as applied to IWRP
development and successful outcome. In central, the results support the importance of
',National evaluation to the vocauonal rehabilitation planning and placement process The
study report recommends naming of counselors in the use of evaluation, and the (Taming or
esaluators in improsed sersice delivery methods The study recornmendauons conclude that
VR ",:ounselors should work more closely with clients in matching job placements to the
vocational goal, iismg vocational evaluation findings as a source of informativn for planning

Unfortunately, since there are currently no funded projects or Rehabilitation Research and
Training Centers that are studying the effectiveness of vocational evaluation, the field will not
be able to progress as rapidly as it would like

3) The Impact of Education and Certification on Vocational Evaluators and the
Quality of Service Delivery

Over the past 10 years. Ann Puryear a Reg:onal F.aluation Specialist with the North
Carolina Division of Vocational Rehabilitation Ser.ices ,NCDVRS) has compared the
services provided by vocational evaluators with forma: training and without formal training
in the field In her role as superstsor. with NCDVRS she monitors the delivery of vocational
evaluation services in 14 of North Carolina In this capacity she has supervised the work of
vocational evaluators who received masters degxees us vocational evaluation from Auburn
University, East Carolina University, and the Universtty of Tennessee, and from evaluators
who entered the job with no nammg in the field. Results of this ten-year study revealed that
vocational evaluators who were hired with masters degrees in the field "became fully
productive and able to work independently of supervision in rwo-to-three weeks

3



Individuals hired without a graduate degree in vocational evaluation took two-to-three years
to achieve the same level of productivity and independence

Another interesting finding of the study was that employees who were graduates in vocational
evaluauon degree programs had the base of knowledge needed to adapt to new situations
!e g working with new disability groups, using new instruments and techniques) not
possessed by evaluators without the degree Additionally, it was found that "due to their
gaps in learning some evaluators without gaduate training never learned to fully adapt.
Untrained evaluator.' also tended to leave their jobs more frequently than did masters level
evaluators

Although there are no definitive studies supporting the effectiveness of evaluators who were
Certified in Vocational Evaluation (CVE) over those who were not, the national certification
standards are significantly related to the curriculums provided by graduate programs in
vocational evaluation. The Commission on Cerutication of Work Adjustment and Vocational
Ev aluation Speciajists iCCWAVES, has deveisTed 14 ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE AND
PERFORMANCE AREAS that are based on role and function studies of evaluators
nationwide as well as on consultation with university faculty in the field. These 14 areas

include Philosophy and Prccess of Vocauonal Evaluauon and Assessment, lob Analysis,
Oc,:upational Information. Functional Aspects of Disability. Vocational Interviewing;
Individualized Vocational Evaluauon Planning, Standardized Testing, Work Samples and
Systems. Situational and Community-bas,..1 Assessment. Behavioral Otservauon. Assessment
ot Learninz,. Functional Skills Assessment, Vocational Evaluation Report Development and
Communization, and. Modificauens and Accommodatons These areas are routinely

in.:laded in the .:urnci.lums of vocatk nal evaluation graduate programs. as is the CCWAVES
Code of Ethics

Graduate programs in vocational e% aluauon are one of the few remaining sources for the
research and development of new evaluation materials and techniques. However. the number
of programs is quite small, limiting not only the output of new materials and ideas, but the
number of masters-level vocaucnal e,.aluat,Ars as well The Vocational Evaluauon and Work
Adjustment Association ;VEW.A.A. a division of the Nanonal Rehabilration Associanon
NRAi it:eased its 1q95 D:recwry of GRADUATE PROGRAMS IN VOCATIONAL
EVALUATION Currently. :2 universities offer eraduate specializations in vocational
evaluation. and indude .Aeburn University. Boston University. East Carolina University.
The George Washing-1.m La:versa': ll;incis Institute of Technolcgy. inter.Amencan
!Thiversi:yMen-o Campus ,Puero Ric,i San lose Sure Scutl.em
University. Southern University. Universiri of Northern C.'llorado. Universii ef No-th

Texas, and, University of Wisconsin-Stout At least three additional universities have
indicated a stong interest in developing a graduate track in vocational evaluation in the near
future

Pnmanly as a rtsult of declining Federal funds, over the past 15 years the field has lost the
University of Arizona, Syracuse Uno.ersity. University of Missouri-Columbia, Mississippi
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Sute University. West Virginia Univeriary. Lniversiry of Georgia. University of Tennessee.
Knoxville. and the University of South Florida. as institutions where graduate specializations
in vocational evaluation dould he obtained, even though job demand for evaluators his
consistendy remained high Although the remaining universiues continue to be sm. lig and
-ommined to the field. research indicates that the demand for qualified esaluators will be
significantly higher than the availability of university named esaluators (Pe lavin 'sociates
studies in 1986, 1939. and 1992 , An artacie by Shirley Stewart entitled Peru
Shortages in Vocational Evaluation, published in the 1993 edition of the VE A bsues
eaveLs further supports this significant need The article reviewed 1991 sUrVey OM in which
64 1% of surveyed employers advertising with the Voxational Evaluation and Wdrk
Adjustment Association IVEWAA, Employment Exchange indicated that the employment
pool for socauonal evaluator position openings was inadequate ii c , lacked qualified
applicants)

Unfor.unatel!.. short-term (-minim: in vocat: ,nal evaluation is no longer funded by RSA. and
!On; term :raining funds hx.e l-ec.,ine very limited and e..en endangered In a September 2:
1994 Ietter to Tom Finch 'A Ith 'A Is sii.e.,cd mat failure to proii,Ie Federal fundin::
for short-term and longterm ;Taming isnores the nerd and exacerbates an already serious
pr Miem It is felt by many professionals in the field that criticisms concerning poor
evaluation service deliver; are primarily the result of inadequate personnel preparauon and a
lack of attention to this pm- rity wti 'ri. make matters wcrse For example. an
evaluator Aho has not been trained to consider :he most appropriate learning Nr:ie ofa per ,on

9.,e,:t7.: :earning disability when administering instruments and writing
rec,:rnmendat.ow. 31ore than likely underestilnule the individual's veiaLlorne.
!Me ,ame result may -,c..ur when untra.red evalua:ors tail :o modify their serv'ee
NnpenYate tor various pr.rblems re'aied :o 'arried testing. poor academics. and possib:e

ac:ommodation needs lack of esvenuai knowledge will result in assessinents that s..reen
people out of rather than in to ,cppr,priate ser-ices. triurang. and career opportunniev A

cational evaliution can only he as geod as the indisidual delivering the ser,:,:e

The iettei to MI Fin,h c.mcluded M.d !there vvi:: livid?, be a need for vocathinal tialuatt, n

and assessmentwith or without :raining The ..'0.,estion 'at have she pets.. nne: who
are 'aell trained 5, c rnpetent:y provide the ser.:ce' There is no question that inferior
evaluations 'Atli :n inappropi-aie plani.mg tnd p:i..emem. and ithe fund:n; :r:
and longuritn ; ri -s at. it. ev tuat. n s a c, +.3.. to en.iLie that ins, do,is

t happen

4) Recommendations for Impiosing Vocational Ir.valuation SerVICes as Applied to
Vocational Rehabilitation

Continue and expand short-term and long-term training funds in the area of vocational
evaluation in order to increase :he pool of qualified service providers and keep them current
in stace,of-the-an practice

-AL _I 10
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*Work close: irl partnership with socauonal esaluators. other tehatihution prctessionals,
and consumers to ensure that regulations are wntten and instituted to promote quality
,ocational esaluations that empcwer oonsumers sith knosledge, so the', call make informed
.thoices cttheerning their career paths

*Fund future research to idenufy best practices in vocational ttsaluauon that can be shared
with practitioners through traminit and publication

*Preside increased education to consumers and rehabilitation professionals regarding the
important role quality socauenal evaluations can plas in ensuring effecuse decision making
and planning ,ppornamues, and subsequent success in working, living, and learning

Considee using recommendations in the socat:onal evaluation report as a tool for
de.ttl, ping rehabilitat:on tennis with consumers. since the people and sersices identified in the
recernmer.datp:ns skill be in the best rosluen to help consumers achiese their goals

Aith.-e;l: it .> diffieult in such a short letter to adeouateb address all of the needs and issues.
it re th:s inforntauon gists !..7u sonic s ene of the importance of soeauonal esaluation. and

hA car. benefit ur future :710sement tonx..txj 120.1%.' )11:iest.,:::i plan:tint; and placement

It sou base art:. qiests r need add:trona: inf.,rtnattor: please do not hem:it: to
ata.,:t 2:e a:

TItomas. F.: CRC
Pt r ar.d D:reett.r
;radti P: :n <at:, na.

n
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